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SUMMARY

The diffusion and application of microelectronic technologies in products and in processes
are key factors determining competitiveness and economie growth. However, the patterns of
diffusion are uneven between countries, industrials sectors and enterprises. Applications in
manufacturing technologies (computer controlled manufacturing equipment, robots,
automated handling and storage equipment) are spread but they arealso concentrated in a
limited set of countries and industries, with high levels of concentration of particular
technologies.
A wide range of enterprise level and macroeconomie factors influence these patterns. At
enterprise level, an obstructing size, the availability and awareness of new technologies, the
supply of skilied and trained personnel, technica! problems with applications, the availability
and cost of finance, and technological infrastructure are all important factors determining
how rapidly applications spread. Macroeconomie factors which affect applications include
aggregate demand, relative price levels and balance of payment situation.
Governments have a role to play in setting general economie conditions which encourage the
development and supply of new applications and investments in them. The Government also
should have a considerable strategie role in developing and maintaining a technological
infrastructure providing information, technica! expertise, and encourage enterprise based
training and skill development, particular for small enterprises.
This report examines the diffusion (problems) and application of microelectronics in the
Argentine small and medium size enterprises within the engineering sector. The applications
and problems with microelectronics within this sector are examined by means of a survey and
a case study.
The research is a cooperation between the CONICET (National Council of Science and
Technology) and the author. Some decisions (for example the area of the investigation) were
already made before the author came to Argentina and in therefore influenced the way the
investigation was executed. If necessary such decisions are explained in footnotes throughout
the report.
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RESUMEN

La difusión y aplicación de la tecnologfa micro-electrónica, en productos y en procesos son la
clave de los factores determinantes de la competitividad y del desarrollo económico. Sin
embargo, los patrones de difusión son irregulares entre los pafses, sectores industriales, y las
empresas. La aplicación en la tecnologfa manufacturara ( equipamientos manufacturadores
controlados por computadora, robots) es esparcida, pero hay concentración en un numero
limitado de pafses e industrias con altos niveles de acumulación de teenoioglas particulares.

Un gran numero de los niveles empresarios y factores macro-económicos influencia esta
difusión. En el nivel empresario, el tamaöo de las empresas, la disposición y el conocimiento
de nuevas tecnologfas, la transferencia de personal de destreza, problemas técnicos con
aplicaciones y costo de financiamiento e infraestructura tecnológica son todos factores
importantes y determinantes de la aplicación y difusión. Los factores macro-económicos
afectan en el aumento de demanda, los niveles de precios relativos y el balancede pago.
Los gobiernos cumplen un rol y/o papel en el establecimiento consistente en el desarrollo y
mantenimiento de la infraestructura tecnológica, proveyendo: información, personal, técnico
de expertos e incentivando a las empresas basada en la instrucción y destreza de desarrollo
particularmente para las pequeöas empresas.
Este reportaje examina la difusión (los problemas) y aplicación de micro-electrónica en
Argentina, en la dimensión de pequeiia y mediana empresa en el sector industrial metal
mecánica. La aplicación y prohierna en este sector son examinados por métodos de
inspección y estudio de casos.
El proyecto es una cooperación entre Conicet (Consejo nacional de Investigaciones
cientfficas y técnicas )y el au tor. Algunas desiciones, por ejemplo la area de investigación ha
sido predefinida antes de ir a Argentina y por lo tanto influencio el camino de la ejecución
de la investigación.
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INTRODUCfiON

This report describes an investigation executed at Buenos Aires and La Plata, Argentina.
The fieldwork in Argentina was carried out during the period November 1991- April 1992.
The investigation can be divided into two stages. The first stage is a (limited) survey of small
and medium scale engineering industry in Argentina. The definition of small and medium
scale enterprise, used in this report, is based on solely one criteria, namely: the number of
employees. Enterprises with at least one and at the most 99 employees are considered as
being small and medium scale enterprises.
The second stage of the investigation is an in-depth analysis of one enterprise which
encountered problems with respect to automatization of stock controL Beside the analysis a
salution is proposed for this particular case.
The general objective, is therefore, also twofold. The survey will provide a global view of the
state of art within the small and medium scale enterprises in the Argentine engineering
sector, and what are the problems, if existing, in relation to the diffusion of microelectronics
applications, within these enterprises. The second general objective is to analyze and remedy
one of the particular problems which is affiliated to microelectronics.
The report is divided in the following chapters: in the first chapter a brief history of the
country, Argentina is given. In chapter two the history of the sector in which the
investigation will take place is discussed on main characteristics. Next, chapter three, the
large framework in which the investigation takes place is presented. In chapter four the
formulation of the research is given. Chapter five discusses the methodology of the research
(survey only). Chapter six describes the fieldwork of the survey. The next chapter discusses
the case study of one enterprise, first the enterprise is selected, thereafter the methodology
is pointed out to come to a salution of the problem.
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1 HlSTORY OF ARGENTINA:

A BRIEF REVIEW

In this chapter a selection of significant politica} and social economical changes within
Argentina, throughout the last decennia, are discussed. In the next chapters it will be made
clear that the Argentine history determined in large extent the manufacturing industry as it is
nowadays.

1.1 Politica) history
In 1943, the then Colonel Juan Perón became vice-president by a coup of a group of army
officers. From that time he encouraged the development of the trade union movement and
championed the case of workers' rights. In the presidential elections of 1946 he was elected
president. Perón gave, for the first time in Argentine history, the working class a powerfut
voice in the government. However, despite brave words Perón was unable to solve the
problems of the Argentine industrialization or achieve economie independence. Towards the
later part of his presidency he was openly courting foreign investment. Nor was he able to
bring about the social unification of Argentina despite his position with the army and the
workers. In 1955 he was ousted by a military coup and wentinto exile. It is said that the
military feared the rise of the Iabour unions and the possibility that Perón might create an
armed workers' militia.
The years between 1955 and Perón's return to Argentina in 1973 are a black hole to nonArgentines. During this time Argentine history is a series of forgotten narnes and faces,
anonymous military juntas, shaky civilian governments, coups and counter-coups, and
somelimes even open clashes between differing military fractions. In 1973 a train of events
was set into motion which led to the return of Perón and the bloodiest period of military rule
that Argentina has ever known. New elections were held, and won by the Peronist candidate
Cámpora who promptly resigned to pave the way for the aged Perón to be elected as
president. Mid 1974 Perón died at the age of 79. His third wife succeeded him as president.
Unable to contain the violence or cope with the crumbling economy lsable Perón was
deposed by the military in 1976. This military government proved to be most devastating one
Argentina had ever known. In 1983 the militaries surrendered to the weight of their failures
(the Falklands war being the last one). The radical party candidate Raui Alfonsfn, was
elected president. This period was again a period of enormous economie instability, with
intlation as high as 200% per month. (see also next paragraph). In 1989 Menem was elected
president promising the so desperate wanted economie stability.

1.2 Social economical history
For those not familiar with the Argentine history it may be surprising that Argentina was a
(very) prosperous country at the beginning of the century. However, during the last 45 years
the average growth of the GNP was only 1% annually. As a result Argentina lose ground
compared with other countries (table 1.1).
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1929

1939

1950

1960

1970

1975

1983

.38

.33

.23

.24

.24

.23

.15

JAPAN

1.16

1.33

2.5

.90

.49

.37

.20

DuAUsnc .l...AnN

2.95

2.72

2.72

2.18

2.16

1.84

1.37

CHIU, URUGUAY

1.15

1.4

1.16

1.29

1.2

1.66

.97

INDUSTRIAIJZED

.46

.44

.34

.34

.34

.24

.18

.71

.74

.68

.53

.48

.38

.27

18

18

16

20

21

21

25

COUNTRY \

YEAR

US

AM ERICA

EUROPE
AVERAGE

(N =l8)

RA.Jto.'K (N = 29)

TABLE 1.1:

RE!ATIVE ARGENTINE

GNP

PER CAPITA COMPARED WITH OTiiER COUNTRIES. SoURCE

(14).

The Netherlands, for example, belong to the industrialized countries in Europe, as well as
Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and others. Dualistic Latin American countries are those
countries with low modernization and social integration: Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Peru.
Table 1.1 makes clear that Argentina has only 27% of the total average GNP per capita of
all the countries, where it had 71% in 1929. An analysis of table 1.1 shows that the bulk of
the (relative) losses occurred in period 1950- 1960 and 1970- 1983. Eighty percent of the
totalloss occurs within these two periods.
The downfall within the period 1950 - 1960 was caused by limitations of the peronism growth
model used during the forties. The average annual growth within this period was 1.1%
annually.
Concentrating on the period after 1970 a number of events occurred which are fundamental
for the economie problems Argentina encountered. First of all, there was an intensification
of the social conflict and above all the polities. Each time the situation became more violent.
In 1975 the secend ingredient popped up, inflation. Furthermore, more or less at the same
time, the "guerra sucia" or "dirty war" commenced. lt is notabie that in only five years time
over 20% of the loss (of relative GNP in relation to the ether (28) countries) occurred. In
the next eight years (1975 - 1983) another 25% was lost.
The Argentine Government (militaries) in office from March 1976 to December 1983 put
into practice a set of policies which "in an implicit manner ended industrialization as an
objective of economie policy" [7]. However, although tariff proteetion started to be reduced
in 1976, it was not until the end of 1978 that the deindustrialization policy gained
rnomentum. The measures that led to the deindustrialization of the economy were the
overvaluation of the peso based on the monetary approach to balance-of-payments questions
and a profound change in the functioning of the capita! markets.
In 1985 inflation was as high as 1.129% annually when the Government (Alfonsin)
introduced the stabilisation programme known as the Austral Plan. This included a price and
wage freeze, a new currency, the austral, and an attempt to cut the fiscal deficit by the
central bank. The initial positive results were weakened by the failure to cut the fiscal deficit
and within 18 months three digit inflation had returned. The economie crises deepened as
10

management of public finances deteriorated, leading to hyper-inflation and a sharp
contraction in output and investment as confidence erodes and the economy became
increasingly "dollarized". Dornestic government debt rose from 1% of GNP in 1988 to 10% in
1989 under the burden of mounting losses from inefficient public enterprises.
The new, and current, Government, (Menem) which took office in July 1989, attempted to
curb hyper-intlation, which was in 1989 as high as 4,000% annually, by cutting spending and
raising revenues, closing or privatising state companies (such as water supply, post Office,
power station, gas, airline, train, phone, national development bank etcetera), eliminating
price controls, reducing tariff and non-tariff harriers, tax reform and open market operatien
designed to stabilise the economy. Furthermore, another instrument used to stabilise the
economy is a fixed upper limit exchange rate of the dollar against the austral. One dollar
may not exceed 10,000 australes. As a consequence Argentina has become very expensive for
foreign investors. Structural economie reform initially brought further recession,
unemployment (thousands of public servants) and declining living standards (low wages).
The external debt rose sharply by an annual average of 35% in 1978- 1982 to nearly U$A 60
hiliion in the late 1980's, making Argentina the third largest debtor in the region. Several
debts rescheduling agreements were negotiated with commercial bank creditars together with
new loans and IMF financing facilities. Several World Bank Ioans were granted for
restructuring a number of economie sectors, such as agriculture and foreign trade, but
agreements with all creditars repeatedly collapsed as the Government failed to imptement
fully its policy commitments. By the early 1990's, Argentina was seriously in arrears to
commercial banks although arrears to multilateral agencies had been cleared.
In January 1992 the Government introduced a new currency, with an old name, the Peso.
One peso equals 10,000 australes. The value of the 1992 peso is equal to 1013
(10,000,000,000,000) pesos which circulated in 1970.
Inflation was quite low in November 1991 until January 1992 (0.6% monthly). However,
intlation seems to be creeping back again, 2.2% in February. And the first two weeks of
Marchalready 2.2% (costs of living raised as much as 4.3% in two weeks). Inflation seems to
be a permanent component of the Argentine economy.

1.3 Summary and future expectations
The summary can he a short one. Argentina has been extremely unstable during the last 35
years. Especially the last two decades were, in economie sense, quite disastrous. During that
period hardly any investments were possible and six years a deindustrialization policy
deteriorated the economy and therefore the industry.
Any predietien for the future is difficult. It seems to he to good to be true that after 20
years, intlation is under control. The last two years are indeed quite stabile, according to
Argentine standards that is, and many things seem to improve. But a high price is paid for
the stability, Buenos Aires is already one of the most expensive cities in the world and
poverty increased. Although the Argentine trust is heroic, 80% of the people expects that
1992 will he a better year than 1991) it doesnotseem tobasedon reality.
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2 ARGENTINE MANUFACTURING SECfOR: MAIN CHARACfERISTICS

As a consequence of the economie and politica! conditions, discussed in the previous chapter,
the manufacturing division (ISIC-3) changed dramatically during the eighties. Within the
sector, big companies, and certain, regions have lost importance in relation to new economie
groups and industrial sectors. Also, in international sense the manufacturing industry
changed in importance.
By means of a comparison between the situation in 1975 and the situation in 1989, the main
characteristics and changes are discussed.

2.1 The period 1975 - 1989
1.

The most remarkable change is the relative fall of the production share of the
manufacturing sector in relation to the GNP. In 1975 manufacturing comprised 33% of
the GNP. In 1989 however, the manufacturing industry accounted for only 25% of the
GNP. The manufacturing sector fulfilled during many decades the role of economie
engine and was seen as the pivot for accumulation of social welfare. In 1989 the sector
was marked by modest investments and ditto profits.
The fall of the production share is unequally distributed among the enterprises. A
number of successful enterprises, mostly private compensated for the (larger) cascade
of other enterprises.
Within the engineering sector (ISIC-38), transport equipment (ISIC-384) and metal
products (ISIC-381) are the most important sub-sectors. In 1983 both sub-sectors
comprised approximately one-third of the total output of the 38 sector. The automotive
industry alone accounted for nearly 80% of the output of ISIC 384. On the contrary,
the production of non-electrical machinery and electrical machinery was relatively
underdeveloped [7].

2.

In conjunction with the, above mentioned, fall of the production volume, a strong
concentratien of the production of engineering goods and capital goods took place.
This concentratien influenced the type of dornestic production and the design of new
products considerably. A relative increase of the production of intermediate and final
goods took place. These goods have a high level of standardisation (commodities) and
are produced in plants which have a high degree of automation of continuous
processes. This processtook place in many sector such as chemistry, petro-chemistry,
engineering industry, pulp and paper and consumable oil.

3.

In combination with the collapse of the production volume another event occurred. A
reduction of the indirect production costs took place within the engineering industry,
and the fabrication of capita! goods. Many of these costs refer to, maintenance of
design departments, optimization and adaption of processes, construction of
prototypes, impravement of organization and methods of work [8].

4.

The slow rate of growth of the industrial production, combined with the relatively rapid
expansion of continuous process industries, which have a high level of automation, and
the concentratien of the engineering sector, resulted in an exodus of qualified and
semi-qualified Iabour forces. And therefore affected the capacity of the manufacturing
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sector as a whole and initiated a new group of employees [8].
A discriminatien between large enterprises and small/medium scale enterprises can be
made. Large enterprises ejected labour forces but on the other hand improved their
(labour) productivity. Within the smalland medium scale enterprises the number of
workers increased but the labour productivity remained the same or even registered a
small decline.
5.

In combination with the previous four points, the influence of foreign capita} decreased
sharply. The relative weight of enterprises with foreign capita} declined within the
national production. A number of international enterprises, such as General Motors,
Olivett~ Citroën, Squibb and others left the scene. Consequently, a number of local
enterprises gained substantial control over the national production process.

6.

The concentratien caused another, undesired, effect, namely: the mechanism of free
competition and the invisible hand was disturbed. The acquisition and the closing of
competitive plants, such as the case of metallurgie, the fusions between plants took
away the flexibility of the market mechanism. Within a market which was almost totally
isolated from external competition, it caused the Government big problems regulating
this sector.

7.

Fiscal subsidies have lead to a complex system of sector and provindal regimes of
industrial promotion. As a consequence the real market signals were not heard.
A decrease of the value of exported goods with a high dornestic added value took
place. With respect to the so-called cammodities goods an increase in export took
place. However, with respect to cammodities Argentina performs only the role of price
taker and not that of price maker within the international setting.

2.2 Summary and future expectations
In 1989 the manufacturing sector was smaller, and much more dedicated to the production of
commodities instead of capita} goods and (metal) mechanic products, compared with 1975.
Furthermore, it had less technologkal capacity. The design of new products was concentrated
within a few companies. The market mechanism has been disrupted due to the system of
subsidies and the influence of national companies. Finally, on international markets, the role
of price-taker is performed.
The future of the manufacturing industry is strongly related to the national economie
situation. After a record trade surplus in 1990 (in excessof U$A eight billion), a much
reduced surplus was in prospect for 1991, given lower grains prices, rising imperts and a less
competitive regime for manufactured exports, coupled with some recovery in dornestic
demand. The division has to rely on a growing internal market because export competition,
for example from Brazil, is feit very heavy.
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3

FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH

The investigation described in this report does of course does stand alone. The research fits
within the general framework of the Regional Program on Cooperation in Informaties and
Microelectronies in Latin America and the Caribbean (REMLAC). The following countries
participate in the Program: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Bolivia and Chili officially communicated
their interest in becoming full part of the Program.
3.1 REMLAC1
Informaties and microelectronies can make important contributions to the development of
Latin America and Caribbean countries, particularly by increasing productivity in services
and industry which will strengthen their competitiveness in international markets. The main
goal of the Regional Program on Cooperation in Informaties and Microelectronies in Latin
America and the Caribbean is to reinforce existing infrastructures and capabilities to
sufficiently absorb and use these technologies through national action and the expansion of
cooperation between the countries of the region. In this regard, the Program aims to support
and broaden the cooperation activities begun within the frame of the Conferencia de
Autoridades Latinoamericanas de Informatica (CALAI) and of the Regional Network for
Microelectronics in the Economie Commission for Latin America (ECLA) Region.

3.1.1 Program strategy
The Program has been designed on the basis of priorities identified by the national
informaties authorities (CALAI, November 1987) and in various instances, by the REMLAC
focal points. However, it does not cover the multiple aspects involved in the development of
informaties and microelectronics but concentrales rather on those areas relating to building
up an institutional framework and creating capabilities which can be used in acquiring and
using such technologies.
The decentralized Program is carried out by the national counterparts under the
coordination of a regional management unit (situated in Buenos Aires, Argentina), with
participation of governments, research institutions and private enterprises.
Most of the expertise and inputs required for implementing the Program are in the region
itself, which is an important component in termsof horizontal cooperation between its
countries. In here the coordination within activities are undertaken by other international
and regional organizations, such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), the World lntellectual Property Organization (WIPO), the Latin
American Economie System (SELA), and others.

3.1.2 Areas of action
Eight areas of action can be distinguished, namely:
1.
Informaties strategies and policies.

1 The

information within the next paragraphs oornes from a brochure about REMlAC.
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Analysis and advice is given on the following subjects:
- production of software and hardware;
- research and development;
- human resources;
- dissemination;
- institutional and legal framework.
2.

Informaties contracts.
In order to improve negotiation capabilities for the acquisition of software and
hardware.

3.

Informaties legislation.
In order to develop a legal framework for the informaties sector.

4.

Production and commercialization of software.
To improve knowledge and assessing the current capabilities existing in the region for
the production of software.

5.

Human resources.
In cooperation with UNESCO, graduate and post-graduate courses on informaties
available in the region will be reviewed in order to improve university instruction and
cooperation area.

6.

Informaties dispersion in small and medium scale enterprises.
A pilot programme will be undertaken to spread the use of microelectronics in small
and medium scale enterprises.

7.

Monitoring of economie and technological trends.
Reports will be prepared on world economie and technologkal trends in informaties
and microelectronics that will take into consideration the situation prevalling in the
region and the comparative advantages that may exist so as to enter these areas, as
well as the likely impact of dissemination of new products and technologies.

8.

Design of integrated circuits.
In order to upgrade the design of custom and semi-custom integrated circuits with a
view to developing design capabilities in the region.

Until now only a limited number of projects actual have been executed, within the areas of
actions. The structure of REMLAC is shown in figure 3.1. Note that the areasof actions do
not have to be the same for each country.

3.2 Place of this research within REMLAC
This investigation fits into the informaties dispersion in small and medium sized enterprises
(point 6 above ). Within Argentina this is the first pilot study within the REMLAC project.
The study is a cooperation between CONICET (National Council of Science and
Technology) and the author of this research. Supervised under the management unit of
REMLAC in the person of Dr. Correa.
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Figure 3.1: Structure of REMLAC.
In May 1992 the management unit run out of money. Consequently, REMLAC also came to
a stop (the management unit was the pivot of REMLAC). In the first six years considerably
effort bas been put into the establishment of the framewerk between the participating
countries. During those six years only a limited number of projects were carried out.
REMLAC probably will notenter the so-called "second phase" due to financial problems. Dr.
Correa bas written a greatly reduced second phase project with emphasis on strengthening of
the software industry in Latin America and on the diffusion of microelectronics in small and
medium sized enterprises. However, the United Nations budget seems to be very tight.
Therefore, there is only a small chance that the proposal will be approved. This is regrettable
because much initia! effort (and money) was put into setting up the framewerk and just now,
when the framewerk exist there is no money to execute the projects.
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4

FORMULATION OF RESEARCH PROBLEM

4.1 Problem definition
Within the Argentine engineering sector it is to be expected that there exist many obstacles
for the diffusion of technology. Especially within the small and medium sized enterprises.
Therefore, diffusion of microelectronics is expected to be at a low level. However, unclear is,
how low. Also, it is uncertain which of the expected obstacles really exist, and to what extent
they hinder further diffusion of technology.

4.2 Objectives of the research
The general objective of the survey can be described as: to obtain a better view of the usage
of microelectronic technologies in small and medium scale enterprises, within the Argentine
engineering sector.
Closely related to this general objective are a number of sub-objectives. Firstly, what kind of
problems do the enterprises encounter in relation to microelectronic technologies? Secondly,
what are the possibilities or impossibilities for future diffusion of these microelectronic
technologies.
At least two institutions have interest in the outcome of this research. First of all REMLAC
and furthermore the Uni on In dustrial Argentina (UIA) expressed interest. UIA is one of the
largest unions within Argentina and bas a department for small and medium sized
enterprises.

4.3 Dirrusion of technology
Below a conceptual framewerk is presented, which will be used to investigate the current
state of microelectronic technologies within the Argentine engineering sector. The list of
literature upon the determinants of diffusion is volumineus. In this chapter no summary of
former works is given such as for example: Nabseth and Ray, Rosegger, Utterback, Brown,
Gold, Rogers [5, 11, 15-17, 20]. Neither does the ambition exist to discuss all (or many)
theoretica} approaches. The reason is twofold:
many theories share a number of basic characteristics which are considered important
for the diffusion. In other words the theories are not mutually exclusive.
For the investigation, the more general model of social carriers of techniques (SCOT)
[9] will be used. The model contains those elements which are relevant and sufficient
for this investigation. However, whenever necessary, usage will be made of other more
specialized theories in order to make a more in-depth analysis possible.

4.3.1 Social carriers of techniques (SCOT)
Diffusion of new (process) techniques2 means that they are chosen by (additional) actorsas
a substitute for the "old" techniques. The process of diffusion of techniques is not only an

2 Technique

means he re only the material elementsof what is often called technology. In technology however, a lso the knowied ge,
management etcetera is included.
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economie process, it is also determined by social and politica} factors. The idea bebind the
sociat carriers of techniques (SCOT) is that a social carrier (for example an enterprise)
which chooses and implements a technique, "carries" the technique into the society. It can be
defined in the following way:
For a certain technique to be chosen and implemenled in a specific context or situation, the
technique must, of course, exist somewhere in the world. But a number of additionat
conditions must atso be fulfilled:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A sociat entity that has a (subjective) interest in choosing and imptementing the
. technique must exist. The interest condition is, normally, the profit motive, which is
generally agreed upon as being the major driving force bebind diffusion. Of course
many factors influence the profitability. In paragraph 4.3.2 a classification is made.
The entity must be organized to make the decision and to make use of the technique
properly. In enterprises within the capitalist market this condition is normally fulfilled.
However, in the case of introduetion of microetectronic techniques it may require an
extensive organizationat change.
The entity must have sociat, economicat and politica! power to materialise the interest,
that is to be able to imptement the technique. Also the power condition is normally
fulfilled by enterprises. However, tegal rules may prohibit or restriet certain techniques.
Trade union activity may prevent enterprises from adopting them.
The entity must have infonnation with respect to the existence of the technique and
functionally similar ones. The condition of information is often stressed as being very
important in the literature on ditfusion of techniques. Especially in developing
countries this constraint is often not fulfilled.
The entity must have access to the technique in question. An entity may fail to meet
this condition for different reasons. Lack of financiat resources, patents, embargoes
and politica! measures are only a few of them.
Finally, the entity must have, (or be able to acquire) the knowledge with respect to how
to operate and maintain and repair the technique.

If, and onty if, all seven conditions are fulfilled ditfusion can take place. Very schematic
SCOT can be visualized as in figure 4.1. The rectangle to which all the conditions point must
be seen as a function determining the rate of diffusion.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic model of SCOT.
4.3.2 SCOT applied to engineering sector
By means of combining chapters one and two (history of Argentina and the manufacturing
history) and the above described SCOT model a number of probable bottlenecks can be
indicated on forehand. A discussion of the six conditions, mentioned in the previous
paragraph is given below, taken for granted that the rather trivia! zero condition (the
technique is available somewhere in the world) is fulfilled.
1.

In order to analyze the first condition, interest, a more detailed model is used, namely
the combined structural and actor-oriented approach [15, 18]. Three factors can
influence the choice of technology:
a. Character of the technique in relation to the old technique. The new technique may
save manual or mentallabour; it may save capita! through other aspects such as
increased capita! utilization, reductions in space requirements, savings of raw
material etcetera. Furthermore, higher quality and shortening of lead time can be
possible.
b. Structural environments, factor endowments and relative prices of various
production factors or the infra-structural conditions (education, credit availability).
Also institutional factors like government policy with regard to industry have to be
considered.
c. The third group influencing the choice of techniques, but without necessarily
influencing the profitability of new techniques are the actars as such. Large
enterprises may be more inclined to adopt new technique than small ones since
large enterprisescan be expected to be able to find and absorb information more
quickly. Managementsof different enterprises mayalso have different attitudes to
(the risks involved in) choosing new techniques. Furthermore, even if the risk
propensity is the same, larger enterprises aften in fact take larger risk in an
absolute sense, since the risk is smaller in relation to the total of activities of the
enterprise. Same managements may also want to adopt new techniques for status
reasons. Finally, the attitudes of labour unions are a consideration in these cases
where they are powerful enough to influence the decisions on the adoption of new
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techniques.
Ad la:
As discussed in paragraph 1.2 there has been a de-investment of capital goods for
many years. As a result the machines will be regarded as obsolete. The demand for
new techniques may therefore be quite large because the relative and absolute large
advantages of new techniques over old ones may be quite substantial and therefore
save a lot of Iabour, space and time.
Ad lb:
The last decades the structural environment were at a poor level. Long and medium
run credit facilities are still very hard to obtain. The deindustrialization policy of the
military governments during the years 1976- 1983 has already been mentioned several
times. On the other hand the industry polides with respect to subsidies could benefit
the interest conditions.
Ad lc:
Because of the economie instability during the last two decades, the risk factor is
especially large for the small enterprises. This also creates another obstacle for the
diffusion of microelectronics. Entrepreneurs of small and medium scale enterprises are
of course conscious of the risks involved in investments in economie instabie
circumstances.
2.

As already mentioned the organization condition is normally fulfilled. However, it will
be interesting to see what entrepreneurs have in mind to overcome the difficulties
which will occur when microelectronic technology is introduced into the enterprise.

3.

The power condition is also normally fulfilled. Except for taxes, there are no harriers
within Argentina to import machinery. The trade unions are quite large in Argentina,
and have considerable power. However, with respect to microelectronic technologies
there exists little resistance. There is growing awareness that microelectranies are
necessary for further development of the sector.

4.

The lack of information is expected to be one of the major bottlenecks in relation to
the diffusion of microelectronics. Especially within small and medium sized enterprises
there is less information accumulation than within in larger enterprises. In the case of
Argentina two other elements are involved, namely: foreign capital and foreign
enterprises left the scene which without a doubt contributed to the impoverishment of
information. Secondly, the reduction of indirect production costs related to the
development of new products (see paragraph 2.1) can also beseen as a quantitative
and qualitative loss of information.

5.

The fmancial problems are likely to be an obstacle within the process of accessing the
technology. Especially now the manufacturing industry as a whole has lost its dominant
role and profits are modest. Banks are still not very willing to give credits for the
medium and long run. Even more difficult it is for small and medium sized enterprises
[2]. The local stock of microelectronic technology within Argentina is quite reasanabie
[10]. Therefore, technologies are already present in the country and do not have to be
imported. Few problems are therefore expected with respect to patents, embargoes and
politica! measures; because Argentina has its own industry which produces these goods.
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6.

Many obstacles are also expected with respect to the knowledge of operating and
maintenance. The exodus of qualified personnel in combination with the generally poor
facilities of education and a reduction in research and development, these are all
factors which will contribute negatively to the level of knowledge. There are serious
troubles in getting skilied personnel within the manufacturing sector [7].
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5 METHODOWGY OF RESEARCH

In order to fulfil the objectives expressed in the previous chapter a strategy bas been
developed. The strategy is twofold: first a survey is executed thereafter a case study is
performed. The motives for this strategy are given below.

5.1 Survey
The survey type of investigation was preferred because it bas some advantages compared
with other types of investigation. The major objective bas been defined as: "to obtain an
overview with respect to the state of art ( = application of microelectronics)". Because state
of art can be anything between a PC for administration purposes as far as robots it is
desirabie to obtain a large variation, in order obtain a view of the kind and frequency of
microelectranies applications. More or less the same holds for the other sub-objective,
namely to acquire a clear picture with respect to problems and obstacles for diffusion.
5.1.1 Demarcation of the investigation3
In order to scale down the research into a reasonable amount of work, in relation to time
and money available (which of course are interrelated), only a limited number of enterprises
could be visited.
Additionally, the visits take place within a restricted area of Argentina. The distances in
Argentina make it impossible to execute a broad investigation with the above mentioned
restrictions.

5.1.1.1 Sector definition
Enterprises within the 38-ISIC sector (engineering or manufacture of fabricated metal
products) are regarded which can be split up according to the following sub-sectors:
381
382
383
384
385

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
Manufacture of machinery except electrical
Manufacture of electrical machinery apparatus appliances and supplies
Manufacture of transport equipment
Manufacture of professional and scientific and measuring and cantrolling equipment
not elsewhere classified and of photographic and optica} goods.

5.1.1.2 Dermition of geographical area
Systematically Argentina can be presented as in figure 5.1. Each rectangle is a (real) subset
of enclosing rectangle (except for Argentina) both in population as in area.

3 The COI\lCET already decided that the investigation had to be caTried out within the ISIC-37 and ISIC-38 sectors, in and around
Buenos Aires and La Plata.
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Argentina
32 million, 2,700,000 sq km
Province Buenos Aires
12.5 million, 308,000 sq km
Greater Buenos Aires
11 million, 5,800 sq km
Capital Federal
3 million, 200 sq km

FIGURE 5.1: SCHEMATIC VIEW OF ARGENTINA.
Not only 39% of the population lives in the Buenos Aires province but also it is the
economie centre of Argentina. An idea of the vita! role the Buenos Aires Province and the
Capita! Federal perfarms within the Argentine economy is illustrated in table 5.1.
NUMBERS OF

NUMBER OF PAID

PERCEJI.'TAGE

ENTERPRISES

EMPLOYEES

OFGNP

109,376

1,175,601

100

CAPITAL FEDERAL

15,864

261,958

13.7

BUENOS AIRES

40,691

543,744

52.4

ARGENTINA

PROVINCE4
TABLE

5.1:

ECONOMIC RELEVANCE OF TIIE

CAPITAL

F'EDERAL AND TIIE BUENOS AIRES PROVINCE,

1985 (12].

Two cities, with their suburbs, are selected for the survey, namely Great Buenos Aires and
the capital of the province Buenos Aires, La Plata and its suburbs (Greater La Plata). Both
cities are chosen for their significant economie activity and the more practical motive of
relative short distance between the two.

5.1.1.3 Size of the enterprises
The definition for small and medium scale enterprises used in this report is very elementary,
solely based on one criterium. Small and medium scale enterprises are enterprises with less
than 100 (paid) employees. Of course more sophisticated criteria could he used. However,
figures with respect to, for example amount of capita! goods, turn-over etcetera are much
harder to obtain, if not impossible.

4

Figures of the Buenos Aires Province exclude figures of the Capita! Federal.
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5.1.2 Definition of unit of investigation
The unit of investigation can now bedefinedas follows: "An enterprise with less than 100
employees, situated within Capita} Federal or Great Buenos Aires region or Great La Plata
region and which is classified within the engineering sector ISIC-38".
5.1.3 Sample5
Information concerning enterprises will be obtained by approachinga number of different
organizations and institutions. Information concerning addresses should be obtained. lf
possible also data with respect to activity and date of foundation should be obtained.
After collection of the addresses a sample is tested. In principle the sample will be a random
one. However, in how far generalizations can be will depend on the quality and quantity of
the data.

5.1.4 Data collection
The method of data collection chosen is the personal interview. The reasons for personal
interviews are manyfold. Most important is the expected relatively low non-response rate. A
high response rate is important because non-respondents may differ to a large but unknown
degree from respondents. Furthermore, there are advantages compared to phone or mail
interviews. By means of face to face interviews an interaction between the interviewer and
interviewee can exists to clarify questions and, if necessary, ask additional questions which
should imprave the reliability of the interview.
Interviews by telephone are expected to give difficulties. The Argentine telephone network is
old and the amount of phone calls overloads the network. Also personal interviews are
preferred because the unfamiliarity enterprises (especially the smaller enterprises) might
have with the other interview techniques.

5.1.5 Data analysis
Data analysis will be twofold. First a descriptive analysis is made. Objective is to provide the
more general view of the use microelectranies within the engineering sector in general.
Thereafter a bivariate analysis will take place in order to analyze relations between the
variables. To accomplish this the questionnaire is split up in to four clusters which are
discussed below.

5.1.5.1 Description of variables
Basic charaderistics
The frrst cluster deals with some fundamental properties of the enterprise which can be

5

Gatbering infonnation about the location of enterprises was a taskof the CO!IilCET.
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important with relation to microelectrooie technology. Below a brief commentary of the most
important variables is given, if necessary an additional explanation is given.
Location
Infra-structural differences can have implications fortheuse of microelectronics. Also,
differences in law can make differences in the usage of technology.
Age
Age of the enterprise.
Size
Number of (paid) employees.
Economie sector (ISIC)
Some economie sub-sectors have traditionally more or other equipment than others.
Teehoical complexity of production
Kind of production process used. Usage will be made of the Woodward scale.
Market
In order to export it may be possible that other (better) equipment has to be used.
Innovation in products
The demand of new technologies, amongst others, depends on the amount of product
changes or extensions.

Current state of art
The second part deals with the applications of microelectrooie technologies within the
enterprises. To obtain a view of the usage of microelectronics not only the production floor
is considered but also non-production tasks, such as administration and CAD.
Production equipment
Which production equipment is used.
Non-production equipment
Which equipment is used in non-production area.
Administration
Level of automatization in the administration.
CAD
Usage of CAD (systems).

Probieros
Problems encountered in relation to microelectrooie technology in generaland specific
towards the enterprise. Three areas are distinguished, namely: problems related to personnel,
information, technology. Consequently, if there are problems in at least one of the three
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areas there are problems in the organization.

Future plans
Future plans and expectations are discussed. Furthermore, in which way the enterprise will
solve problems which occur when introducing new technologies. Also, reasans or expectations
of the new technology are considered.
Production
Plans with respect to purchase of production equipment.
Administration
Plans with respect to purchase of automatization of administration.
CAD
Plans with respect to the usage of CAD.
Personnel
Kind of means which will be used to train personnel in order to use new technology.
Financing:
In what way does the enterprise finance the plan mentioned above.
Reasons:
What are the reasons, expectations orbenefits to introduce new technologies.
A copy of the (translated English) questionnaire can be found in appendix A.

5.1.5.2 Statistica) method used

By means of a correlation matrix the relations within each of the four clusters are
investigated. Correlations are calculated on base of rank scores (see below). lf possible
clustering of variables take place. As a result reduced clusters are made. Next, relations
between the reduced clusters will be examined in the same way.
To actual execute the calculation data has to be translated first into ordinal data. The most
commonly used measures of association at the ordinallevel are "tau", "d" and "gamma". They
have a great deal in common and usually have similar values, although each has its own
purpose. There is no general consensus among researchers on which measure is best.
Different researcher emphasize different measures. In this analysis tau is used, for reasans
given below.
Kendall's tau (t, hereafter referred to simply as "tau") is probably the most-used ordinal
measure of association. lt measures the extent to which an increase in one variabie is
accompanied by an increase in another variabie (or decrease, if the sign is negative). Since
tau measures co-variation, or how things vary together, it is always calculated in exactly the
same way (that is, it has the same value) regardless of which variabie is the independent
variabie and which is the dependent Therefore, tau is so-called a "symmetrie" measure. Tau
also tends to have a value that is close to that of the most important interval measure of
association (Pearson's r correlation statistic), a fact which makes tau easier to interpret
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An 1.0 is a perfect relationship and 0.0 is no relationship at all. As a rough guideline, an
interpretation above 0.7 can be interpreted as "high". Whereas between 0.3 and 0.7
"moderate", and between 0.0 and 0.3 "small". ldeally tau's of 0.9 or higher should be obtained.
But all of the sourees of error in research tend to reduce the size of relationships, so a value
of 0. 7 is still considered high. As a result, a value of 0.3 can be considered reasonable, not
large, but still reasonable.

Actually in some types of surveys, values as high as 0.3 are rare, so correlation of even 0.1
are reported as important. Much depend upon the knowledge in the field, and whether the
proper predietors are known.
There are actually two forms of the tau statistics. "Tau-b" can attain the value 1.0 only if
there number of classes of the two variables is equal. "Tau-c" corrects for unequal numbers
of variabie categoTies and can attain the value 1.0 if there are an unequal number of
independent-variabie and dependent-variables classes. lf tau-c is used when the variables
have the same number of classes it will not always produce the value 1.0 for a perfect
relationship. As a result, tau-b seems to be the more generally useful measure, although
other researchers put their faith in tau-c.

5.2 Case study
By executing a survey a general view will be obtained with respect to kind and frequency of
the problems. By means of a case study a more fundamental knowledge of the problems is
obtained. Furthermore, assistance can be given by giving advices for the problems.

5.2.1 Selection criteria
One enterprise which was visited in the survey is selected for the case study. The selection of
the enterprise will take place according to two criteria, namely:
1.
the enterprise must be willing to cooperate and accept help;
2.
the kind of problems the enterprise encountered should fit within the technica}
background of the author.
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6

SURVEY OF THE ENGINEERING SECTOR

In this chapter the results of the fieldwork are discussed. After a short introduetion a
literature study with respect to microelectronic technologies within the Argentine engineering
industry is given.

6.1 Introduetion
The total number of enterprises within the manufacturing sector was, in 1984, 109,376. Just
over 25% of the enterprises belong to the ISIC-38 division. Sixty percent of the enterprises
are situated in the province Buenos Aires and Capita! Federal. The distribution of
enterprises is illustrated in table 6.1.
NUMBER OF ISIC-38
EJ).'TERPRlSES

PERCENTAGE
OF ISIC-3

CAPJTAL FEDERAL

3,756

14

8tJENOS AIRES PROVINCE

12,678

46

REST OF ARGENTINA

11,185

40

TOTAL

27,519

100

l..ocATION

TABLE

6.1:

ENTERPRISES WITHlN THE ENGIJ'Io'EERING SECTOR ACCORDING TO LOCATIO~,

1984 (12).

A remark must be made with respect to the figures in table 6.1. As already discussed the
manufacturing sector changed substantially. Especially within the Federal District a
considerable amount of enterprises disappeared during the period 1974- 1984. As much as
one third of the enterprises within the whole manufacturing sector disappeared. Within the
Buenos Aires Province the fall was less dramatic but still as high as 12.7%. Taking into
account the economie situation within the period 1984 - 1989 there is little doubt that during
that period another substantial part of the enterprises vanished.
Unfortunately, no figures could be found with respect to the number of employees working
within the enterprises. Only more aggregated figures could be obtained [12]. Therefore,
specific figures with relation to small and medium scale enterprises are not known.

6.2 Microelectronics within the Argentine engineering sector
Chudnovsky [7] investigated the capita! goods sector in Argentina. Three types of microelectronic technologies and their diffusion were investigated, namely: numeric control
machines (NCM's), CAD/CAM and robots. This work can be considered as a standard work
for that particular Argentine sector. Virtually all the other literature (on this issue) refers to
Chudnovsky's work. 1t is therefore that in this report the same classification will be used.
However, only a definition and some historie fmdings are given with respect to robots. lt will
be only wishful thinking to encounter robots in the subject of investigation it is therefore that
robots are excluded in this research.
Another work with respect to diffusion of microelectronics within Argentina was written by
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Edquist and Jacobsson (10]. In that work, Argentina is treated as a New Industrialising
Country (NIC'), and camparisans with other NI C's and a number of western countries are
made.
Also the United Nations [8] executed a research in the field of microelectronics in Argentina.
A summary of the most important findings and conclusions, of the above mentioned
literature, is presenled below.
The initial surge in the dirfusion of automated machine-building technologies in Argentina
took place in the late 1970's when the economy was characterized by, among other things, a
bias in government policies against the manufacturing industry through overvaluation of the
peso which made imported goods relatively cheap and wages, in dollar terms, far higher than
what might be regarcled as "normal" in a semi-industrialized country. This gave an impulse to
replace dear skilied Iabour by machines in order to be able to compete with imported goods.
Subsequently, however, once the above-mentioned economie situation ended in early 1981 as
a result of a reversal of the economie policies carried out since 1978, a normal picture
prevailed in which dornestic enterprises would have little incentive to introduce this
technology.

6.2.1 Nurnerically controlled machines (NCM's)
In a NCM, the information needed for operating and cantrolling the machine is provided
through a numerical control unit rather than by the machine operator, as is the case with a
conventional machine tooi. The use of microelectranies has not only widened the range of
functions that can be automated (for example tooi changing) but has also led to a significant
reduction in the price of NCM as compared with conventional machines and a simplirication
of programming activities. These factors have produced a fairly rapid dirfusion of NCM in
industrialized countries.
Dirfusion of NCM's was also found the most mature of the three technologies in Argentina.
Not only diffusion in large enterprises was encountered but also, as a consequence of ever
decreasing prices, in small and medium scale enterprises. This in contrast with other
countries like Brazil, India and Yugoslavia where only big enterprises seem to adopt NCM's
[10]. In 1984 the estimated total number of enterprises within the engineering sector, using
NCM's, did not exceed 100 [7]. According to table 6.1 and the findingsof Chudnovsky only
0.36% (100 / 27,519) of the enterprises possessed a NCM. The diffusion of NCM's gained
momenturn after 1978 and grew steadily until 1981. However, it is important to keep in mind
that throughout most of the period of high dirfusion of NCM's, the Argentine peso was
overvalued and hence imported goods were highly favoured. The dirfusion rate slowed when
the period of overvaluation ended and wages were rationalized. Some information is
available regarding the distribution of NCM's. Jacobsson [10] estimated that the nonelectdeal machinery industry accounted for about 45%, the transport equipment industry for
about 27% and the metal product industry for about 20%. Note that these are numbers
regarding the whole sector and do not discriminate according to the size of the enterprises.
Argentina had the lowest stock of NCM's with respect to the other NIC's investigated. In
1985 an estimation was made of a total of 500 NCM's whereas Korea had almast 2700
NCM's. Also the total investment with respect to the total machine casts was the lowest of
the NI C's (7% ). Whereas in the OECD countries it varied between 40 and 62 percent.

6

The NI C's considered were Argentina, Brazil, India, Mexico, Singapore and Yugoslavia.
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Reasoos to introduce NCM's:
Relative prices of Iabour and capita} strongly influence the choice of technique for
enterprises producing small and medium batches [10]. Evidence in the Argentine case shows
that although Iabour is much cheaper in Argentina than in the developed countries, laboursaving is an important factor explaining the choice of technology [19]. Chudnovsky however,
did not encounter such a drive within his study (although the study was restricted to eight
enterprises ). Important reasons were:
expansion into more complex products which require more sophisticated machinery;
reduction in machine time;
reduction Iabour costs per unit of output.
Not only technica! reasons, for example, precision requirement, can explain the adoption of
NCM's in NIC's. The skilllevel among the conventional machine tooi operators is often not
adequate to produce components with high and consistent quality. In such instance, and if
adequate programming, setting and maintenance skilis are available, NCM's can be chosen
on account of the regular and high quality of their output.

6.2.2 CAD /CAM

CAD is a technology that permits rationalization of design activities. A CAD system
comprises a computer grapbics system, a number of workstations which allow designers to
see and amend the design, a plotter for communicating the design. Furthermore, the
equipment requires software. The last five years or so an increasing number of software
packages are produced which can be executed on PC's. In combination with the endless price
drop or pricefperformance growth, CAD on a PC has become a cheap alternative compared
to the specialized work stations. Sometimes CAD systems are linked to CAM systems, which
establish a linkage between design and the actual production and can be based on inputs
generated through CAD. However, CAM systems do not necessarily require the existence of
CAD.
CAD/CAM was introduced into the Argentine economy in 1978. However, Chudnovsky [7]
stated in 1984 that the relatively high price of the equipment and its software applications
and the underdevelopment of the technology have prevented a more rapidly diffusion within
small and medium-sized enterprises. Argentina had also the lowest CAD stock of the
considered NIC's. Only 74 workstations were encountered whereas Korea and Singapore had
over 700 each. Problems reported were shortage of information, access and knowledge about
CAD. Even in Korea, there was a generallack of information and trained personnel which
should use CAD.
Because it is very unlikely that CAM will be encountered in the small and medium sized
enterprises in Argentina, CAM is left out of further research.
The relative share among the sub-sectors of the engineering differ. Electrical machinery
(ISIC-383) possessed as much as 50% 7 in both Sweden and the UK in 1981, 1982
respectively. The non-electric machinery (ISIC-382) and transport equipment (ISIC-384)
accounted both 23% whereas the metal sector (ISIC-381) accounted for 5%.
The phenomenal ditfusion of the PC-based CAD systems during the past years means, of

7

Excluding the professional and scientific equipment sub-sector (ISIC-385).
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course, that CAD has also become available for small enterprises. The low cost of these
systems had opened up a whole new market segment. In this context it is of importance that
the PC-based systems are easier to learn to operate than the more sophisticated ones. After
one week a designer should be able to use a PC system productively and within three months
he/she should be able to start adding his own k.nowledge to the system [10].
Reasons to introduce CAD:
One of the merits of CAD is the saving of Iabour. Due to the low Iabour costs nowadays this
impulse is not present in Argentina the last years. Further advantages are the drastic
reduction of production lead time. Also an increase of productivity of the designers can be
obtained. This can especially be important in countries where there is a shortage of qualified
personnel.

6.2.3 Robots
Robots can be defined as "reprogrammable mechanica} manipulators". Robots diffusion was
not found very mature within Argentina and its economie importance is far less than, for
example, that of NCM's. Given the fact that the applications of industrial robots are mostly
connected with the need to replace unskilled Iabour for repetitive tasks in large-series
production, in combination with the high price which must be paid, it is expected that robots
are not encountered in small and medium scale enterprises.
Diffusion of robots was still very limited in 1984. Despite the very low wages of unskilled
Iabour and the high level of unemployment in Argentina the robot technology basically
replaces unskilled Iabour in repetitive operations, though in a very limited manner in the
metalworking industry [7].

6.2.4 Summary
It is clear that in earlier investigations diffusion of NCM's, CAD and robots were not very
widely diffused within the engineering industry. In late 70's early 80's an impulse was given
for importation of high technology due to favourable economical circumstances.
Not only technica! reasons, can explain the adoption of NCM's. The skilllevel among the
conventional machine tooi operators is aften not adequate to produce components with high
and consistent quality. In such instance, and if adequate programming, setting and
maintenance skilis are available, NCM's can be chosen on account of the regular and high
quality of their output.
For some enterprises, mainly in the electranies industry, the choice of CAD is technically
determined. The use of PC-based CAD systems caused a tremendous growth in diffusion.
The major obstacles for diffusion are: the lack of information and access to the techniques.
Especially the access can be difficult because of poor opportunities to obtain loans.
Furthermore, human skill with respect to techniques can hinder diffusion substantially.

6.3 Sourees of information
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In order to obtain data related to the unit of investigation various institutions were
approached with various degrees of success. Primary, data with respect to addresses of
enterprises, size and (production) activity had to be sought.
The Unión Industrial Argentina (UIA) supplied data (1990) with respect to Capita! Federal
and the Greater Buenos Aires region. For Greater La Plata the Censo National Economico
institute was found prepared to pass data (1985 and 1990). Data consisted in both cases of
lists of enterprises with various degree of detail. With respect to data concerning Buenos
Aires no classification, according to ISIC, was available.
The addresses of 313 enterprises within the Greater Buenos Aires (including Capita!
Federal) were obtained. With respect to the Greater La Plata region 222 addresses were
obtained. Hence, in all 535 enterprises within the Province Buenos Aires were gathered.

6.4 Random-sample

As stated befare there was only limited time available. Not only financial means but also the
coming summer holidays (many enterprises are closed in January and February) made it
necessary to hasten the visits.
From the data obtained is was clear that it was impossible totest a (perfect) random sample.
Firstly, not the whole population was known and few addresses were obtained, available data
dated from 1984, over 16,000 enterprises in the whole province Buenos Aires were known.
Without doubt the number of enterprises is lessin 1992. However, it is difficult to give
estimations. Secondly, the data came from only two institutions which can give cause to bias.
More effort was made in obtaining more data, however without success. Therefore, the
decision was made to test a sample of the available data and to start visiting the enterprises.
Because it was difficult to estimate the time necessary to make appointments and visit
enterprises, on forehand no fixed number of to be visited enterprises existed.

6.5 Descriptive analysis
In all 54 enterprises were ''approached" of which 47 enterprises were actually visited. Within
these 47 enterprises, six enterprises were disregarded for further analysis. In four cases the
impression existed (or was very obvious) that wrong or conflicting data was provided and
that the interviewee was not (too) serious. Two other cases were neglected because the
products they produced did not belang to the engineering sector anymore. Although some
part of the production was still engineering, the major activity (of both enterprises) turned
out to be plastics (ISIC-35).
The remaining seven enterprises (approached enterprises minus visited enterprises) were not
visited. An agreement upon time and date for an interview could not be made. In general
finding a time and date which suited both parties turned out to be rather difficult.
In the next paragraph the results are presented. The results are split up according to the
classification made in paragraph 5.1.5.
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6.5.1 Basic characteristics
Age, ownership and location
With respect to age, 32 enterprises, were founded over 20 years ago8• Only four (10%) of
the enterprises were founded less than 10 year ago.
All the enterprises visited are private organizations. However, 37 (90%) of the enterprises
are registered as limited liability company (11) or as private company (26). Three enterprises
(7%) are family owned. Only one cooperation was encountered. None of the enterprises are
affiliated to a branch of a foreign company. Neither there existed a mix between private and
foreign capital.
Twenty-three enterprises were situated in Greater Buenos Aires from which 11 enterprises
were situated inside Capita! Federal. Eighteen enterprises were visited at the La Plata site
and suburbs, from which 12 were situated in the city itself.
Size and ISIC sub-sector
In table 6.2 the distribution of the visited enterprises is presented according to size (number
of employees and sub-sector. The size classification is according to the 1983 world program
of industrial statistics, United Nations. The sub-sector is ordered (low to high) by value
added of the production [12].

1- 19

20-49

so- 99

TOTAL

385

3

1

3

7

383

0

2

2

4

382

1

6

0

7

381

6

3

0

9

384

11

2

1

14

TOTAL

21

14

6

41

SECI'OR/SIZE

TABLE

6.2: ClASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO ISIC AND SIZE.

As can beseen half of the enterprises are small (1 - 19 employees) whereas 14% can he
considered as medium. Except for the electrical machinery sub-sector (ISIC-383) the number
of visited enterprises are larger or the same for each of the ensuing sub-sectors.
No less than 11 enterprises were encountered which produce parts for the automobile
industry. lt is known that the automobile has a great share within the ISIC-384 sub-sector.
The technica} complexity of the production does not vary much, as can he seen in table 6.3
small batches of homogeneous productsis most used. This kind of production is very suitable
for NCM's. Part production is also common. More than half (24) enterprises produce beside
their primary products at least one secondary product. As a result there can be more than
one technica! complexity within one enterprise.

8

The percentages given are valid and rounded percentages. Missing data is nol taken in account.
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TECHNJCAL COMPLE).llY

FREQUENC\'

PART PRODUCTJON OR SJMPLE PRODUCTS

2

PART PRODUCTJON OR MORE COMPLEX

17

TECHNOLOGY
SHORT QUANTJlY OF HETEROGENOUS PARTS,
WHICH HAVE TO BE ASSEMBLED

4

SMAU QUANTilY OF HOMOGENOUS PRODUCTS

28

lARGE QUANTilY OF HOMOGENEOUS PRODUCTS

8

(MASS)

TABLE 6.3: 'I'EcHNJCAL COMPLE.XfiY OF 11iE EJIITERPRISES.

Market orientation
Twenty-four enterprises (61%) solely sell their products within the internal market. Thirtythree enterprises (81%) sell 75% or more of their productsin Argentina. Only one
enterprise was encountered which experts more than half (70%) of its production. Fourteen
(34%) enterprises stated to suffer much competition in export. Another seven enterprises
stated to suffer "normal" competition.
In table 6.4, the most important export countries are given. As can be noticed the
engineering sector has its streng links with the neighbouring countries Chili and Uruguay. Of
the enterprises which export, the average number of counties was almest 2.
FREQUENC\'

COUNTRY

9

CHILI

8

URUGUAY

s

BRAZIL

4

BoLIVIA, COLOMBIA

4

PARAGUAY, MEXICO, US

2

PERU

1

VENEZUELA, FAR-EAST,
ITALY, NIGERIA

TABLE 6.4: IMPORTANT EXPORT COUNfRIES.

Innovation
Nine (22%) enterprises stated that they introduced a new product in 1991. However, in four
cases only an improvement or slight adaption of existing products had taken place. This
leaves only five enterprises (12%) which actual introduced a new product.
6.5.2 State of art
6.5.2.1 Production
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As expected, the use of (highly) sophisticated machinery is limited. Only five enterprises
(12%) use NCM's. Robots were not expected and not encountered. In fact 17 enterprises
(41%) work exclusively with manuallabour in combination with simple tools or conventional
tools (such as latches). In table 6.5. an overview of the most advanced technology within the
enterprises is given. From top to bottorn the state of art rise.
MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY USED

FREQUENCY

MANvAL AND SIMPLE TOOI.S

2

CONVEN110NAL MACHINES AND TOOI.S

15

AuroMAnc HYDRAUUC/PNEUMAnc

7

ELECTRONICS AUI'OMATIZATION/
QUALin' COMPUTER CONTROL (EXCL. NCM'S)

10

NCM's

5

TABLE

6.5:

MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENCOUNTERED.

A description of the five enterprises using NCM's is given below. Eventual significant
relations are discussed in paragraph 6.7.
Location
All five enterprises are outside the Capita} Federal, three were situated in Greater Buenos
Aires, the other two in Greater La Plata.
A ge
The age of the enterprises was 15, 17, 21, 26 and 47 (average 25) years.

Size
Just one enterprise had less than 20 employees. Three others ranged from 40 - 70 and one of
90 - 100 employees.
ISIC
Two enterprises belong to the professional and scientific sub-sector (ISIC-385), whereas two
belong to non-electrical machinery (ISIC-382 ) sub-sector and one to the transport sub-sector
(ISIC-384).
Technica} complexity
All enterprises, except one, produce small batches of homogeneous products. One enterprise
produce on base of mass production.
Market
Only one enterprises produced solely for the internat market The others exported on
average 30% of their products.
New products
None of the enterprises introduced a new modelor product in the year 1991.
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6.5.2.2 Non-production, administration
Diffusion of PC's for administration purposes, is substantial. Thirty-two enterprises possess
at least one PC. Six enterprises have a computer network between their computers.
The tasks performed by computer(s) are presented in table 6.7.
ACTM1Y

FREQUENCY

ACCOUNTING

30

SAIARIES

30

INVOICING

26

COSTS

20

ECONOMIC AND

13

FINANClAL PlANNING
PROGRESS

&

PIA.."'NNNG

11

OF PRODUCI10N
CO:NTROL OF 111E STOCK

11

SALES PlANS

3

TABLE

6.7: AUI'OMATED ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS.

The accounting and salary activities are virtually automatized in all enterprises which possess
a computer. On average, 4.5 tasks are performed with the aid of the computer.
As can be seen in table 6.6 small enterprises work more efficient (in terms of the ratio
production/administration personnel). Notice that the cells, small enterprise and much
administration are empty. The same goes for the celllarge enterprise and few
administration.
1 - 19

20-49

50-99

0- 10

10

4

0

11-20

7

8

4

35

0

2

2

PERCENTAGE ADMINISTRATIVE
PERSOJio'NEL \ SIZE

TABLE

6.6: RE!.ATJON BETWEEN SIZE AND PERCENTAGE OF ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL.

Also the facsimile (fax) bas found its way in the enterprises, 23 enterprises (56%) owned a
fax. Several interviewees stated that "the fax was indispensable for the enterprise". This
statement can only be fully understood if one knows the condition of the Argentina
telephone network. Fax is especially used for confirming orders.

6.5.2.3 Non-production, CAD
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CAD is used in
internally. Four
stated that they
enterprises also
was made.

seven enterprises ( 17%) but only three enterprises (7%) perferm this activity
enterprises have an external agency to realise this task. All four enterprises
lack experience to use CAD or did not have the financial means. Two
stated that it was cheaper to sub-contract CAD because little use of CAD

Few characteristics can be given with respect to the enterprises using CAD. As a rule of the
dumb one could say that smaller enterprises sub-contracted CAD whereas the greater ones
posses CAD. Table 6.8 shows in which ISIC sub-sectors CAD is used. Although quite
homogeneous spread in absolute figures. In relative figures, this is not the case as can be
seen in the last row of table 6.8. The 50% in the 383 seems spectacular but only four
enterprises were visited which of course can be the cause a bias. On the ether hand the subsector is known as the largest user of CAD within the engineering sector (paragraph 6.2.2).
ÜWNERSHIP \ SUB-SECTOR
SUB-col'oïRACT
PossEss

CAD

CAD

PERCENTAGE WinfiN TifE SUB·
SECTOR
TABLE

381

383

384

385

2

0

1

1

0

2

0

1

22

50

7

29

--1
--1
--1

6.8: UsAGE OF CAD wm-nN TIIE sUB-SECTORS.

6.5.3 Problems in relation to microelectronics
The diversity of problems is quite large and difficult to classify. Only lack of information was
mentioned very frequently. However, deficiencies of information can also be sub-divided in
many areas. Below follows a summary of the most important and frequent mentioned
problems.
Most important problem the enterprises encounter is lack of information. Eighteen
enterprises stated they encounter lack of information with respect to technologies. Especially,
which technology is most suitable for their enterprise. Information about PC's (hardware and
software), NCM's, CAD and hydraulic or pneumatic apparatus were most frequently
mentioned.
Information, although not directly related to microelectronics, was also scarce in the area of
market studies (internal and external). Few financial problems were encountered. This might
be explained by the fact that little information about technologies is present and therefore
financing is not their main concern.
Another problems occur in the area of knowledge (human skill). Nine enterprises stated that
they had probieros finding suitable persennel instarting up, eperating or maintaining
machines.
Finally problems in administrative tasks were nine times encountered. Four enterprises
stated that they like to automate stock controL Furthermore, rationalizing the administration
and automatization of input and output were mentioned.
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6.5.4 Future plans

Although the economie situation is quite stabile now (by Argentine standards), the
interviewees were sometimes very careful formulating future expectations. Many interviewees
stated that they like to extent production or try to obtain a larger market share etcetera if
and only if the economie stability would stay.
Only four enterprises had no (future) plans at all or did not like to change the status quo. As
aresult as many as 37 enterprises have some plans. Twenty-one enterprises were interested
in aid from the CONICET/UNIDO to fulfil their future plans.
6.5.4.1 Production plans

Currently only five enterprises were encountered which use NCM's. No less than, 22 (56%)
enterprises were encountered which expressed to have a desire9 or have plans to introduced
NCM's, within the next three years. Sixteen enterprises would buy a NCM, whereas the
remaining six prefer to introduce NCM's by means of modification or upgrading of existing
machines (if possible ). El even enterprises stated it was their first priority to introduce a
NCM. Four other enterprises stated it was their second priority.
Some characteristics of enterprises which plan NCM's:
With respect to the size it is notabie that 14 enterprises are small enterprises (less than
20 employees).
The type of production of the 22 enterprises was very much alike, 17 are producing in
small series of homogeneous products. Which is indeed very suitable for NCM's.
Eleven enterprises produce solely for the internal market. The remaining nine
enterprises expressed they feel stiff competition with respect export.
Three enterprises use already NCM's, and therefore have plans to extend their
machine fleet.
On the other hand eight enterprises work exclusively with manuallabour and simple
tools or conventional tools.
Six enterprises see their current machines fleet as obsolete.
Fourteen enterprises stated that their machines were worn-out.
Ten enterprises expressed that their equipment is too large with respect to the
production volume. Only six enterprises stated that the demand exceeded the current
production capacity.
As discussed in paragraph 6.2 the diffusion of NCM's is not equally distributed within the
sub-sectors. The estimation made by Jacobsson that ISIC-382 counted for 45%, ISIC-384 for
27% and ISIC-381 for 20% seems to hold reasonably. The ISIC-382 bas 40% and ISIC-384
20%, however ISIC-385 was responsible for the other 40%. Notice that only five NCM's were
found and that the number of enterprises visited in each sub-sector was not equally
distributed. In table 6.9 an overview of the absolute and relative use is given of each subsector is given. lf all the plans will be fulfilled more than half of the enterprises will have at
least one NCM.

9

From bere on usages will be made of the word "plan" only to indicate "desires andfor plans".
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381

382

384

385

TOTAL

0
0%

2
14%

1
7%

2
9%

5

PIANNED USE
OFNCM's

3
33%

5
71%

9
64%

s

22

71%

TOTAL

3
33%

5'
71%

10
71%

85%

CURRENT USE
OF NCM's

6'

24'
59%

TABLE 6.9: USE OF NCM's wmnN ISIC-38 (cURRENT AND PIANNED).
' DOUBLE COU!Iri'ING EUMINATED.

A summary of the reasens to introduce NCM's is presented in table 6.10. Improvement of
quality was mentioned most frequently. As discussed in paragraph 6.2 this might be caused
by the Jack of conventional machine tooi operators. However, in this case a valid explained
can also be, the bad condition of the equipment, no less than 14 enterprises stated that there
machines were worn-out. This seems indeed a bad condition to produce a constant quality of
products.
REASON

FREQUENC\'

IMPROVE QUALI1Y

7

INCREASE PRODUCfiON

6

LoWER COSTS

3

IMPROVE E:li."PPRT

3

IMPROVE PRECISIO!'i

2

SAVE TIME

2

SAVE PERSONl\I"EL

1

TABLE 6.10: RE.ASONS TO l!lo"TRODUCE NCM's.

6.5.4.2 Non-production plans, CAD
CAD has a similar trend as NCM's. Fifteen enterprises have plans to incorporated CAD.
The seven enterprises which use CAD are classified according to sub-sector in table 6.11.
Moreover, the planned use of CAD can also be found in table 6.11.
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381

382

383

384

385

TOTAL

CURRENT USE
OF CAD

2
22%

0
0%

2
50%

1
7%

2
29%

7
17%

Pl.ANNED USE

4
44%

2
29%

2
50%

5
35%

2
29%

15
37%

6
66%

2
29%

4
100%

6
42%

4
57%

22
54%

OF CAD
TOTAL

TABLE 6.11: UsE OF CAD wmDN TilREE YEARS {CURRENT AND

PlANNED).

Notabie is the fact that 75% of the enterprises which planned to use CAD are over 20 years
old and the remaining 25% between 11 and 20 years.
Some characteristics with respect to the enterprises which planned to use CAD in the next
three years. The planned use for CAD systems is more or less equally distributed among
small sized and the medium sized (50 - 99 employees) enterprises. Two of the enterprises
which planned to use CAD already posses a NCM. Eight enterprises work solely with simple
tools and conventional machines. Ten enterprises already have a computer for the
administration (of which three within a network). This leaves five enterprises which have
planned CAD but do not have any experience with PC's.
The reasons to introduce CAD are shown in table 6.12. Also here it is notabie that
impravement of export is mentioned also competitiveness is high ranked, apparently
Argentina suffer much competition of foreign andjor large enterprises which already use
CAD and thus can meet the high demands which exist with respect to the design of products.

FREQUENC\'

REASONS
LûWER COSTS

4

IMPROVE E:ll.l'ORT POSSIBILITIES

4

11'1-rRODUCE NEW PRODUCTS

4

RAISE COMPETITIVENESS

3

PRECISION/QUALI1Y

3

TABLE 6.12:

REAsaNS TO INTRODUCE

CAD.

6.5.4.3 Non-production plans, administration
In total 14 enterprises express plans to automate administrative tasks. Remarkable is that
nine enterprises already posses a PC. Hence, the PC's are used for other purposes or not
used at all.
Reasons given for automatization of administrative tasks are:
lower costs;
control of costs;
save time;
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obtain quicker information and therefore shorten response time.
The reasons which are mentioned above are reasans which are given anywhere in the world
to introduce administrative automatization.
6.5.4.4 Human skill and finances
In order to prepare personnet with respect to new technology at least two problems occur.
As stated before human skill and financing might be seen as obstacles in Argentina.
Solutions with respect to human skill are presented in table 6.13.

1. 19

zo. 49

50.99

INTERNAL COURSES

2

5

1

EXTERNAL COURSES

8

1

4

E~ïERNAL

6

5

2

8

3

0

MEANS \ SIZE

CONSULTANCY

INCENTIVES
TABLE

6.13:

MEANS TO IMPROVE HUMAN SKILL.

Small enterprises (1 - 19 employees) depend heavily on external courses and consultancies,
which can be more costly. Not a course but important within small enterprises are incentives.
Larger enterprises rely on internal courses.
The level of the personnel, with the exception of management, who have to take courses
differ only slightly among the size of the enterprises and level.
LEVEL\ SIZE

1 • 19

zo. 49

50.99

MANAGEMEJ'ooï

0

1

0

FOREMAN

3

2

3

SUPERVISOR

3

4

2

WoRKMAN

4

3

3

TABLE

6.14: LEVEL OF COURSES TO IMPROVE HUMAN SKILL.

Another important possible obstacle is the way of financing. Recalling that middle and long
loans are difficult to obtain in Argentina, many enterprises should finance new technologies
with own finances. lndeed, more than half (54%) of the enterprises will buy new technologies
by ways of auto-financing with or without a combination of externalfinternalloans. Eighteen
enterprises depend on Ioans exclusively.

6.6 Summary and SCOT
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In all 41 enterprises were visited. All enterprises encountered are private. Fourteen visited
enterprises belang to the transport equipment sub-sector (ISIC-384), eleven produce parts
for automobiles. Few enterprises within the ISIC-383 ( electrical machinery) were visited. Just
over half of the enterprises were small (less than 20 employees). Twenty-eight enterprises
produce small quantity of homogeneaus products. This kind of production is very suitable for
NCM's.
Five enterprises (12%) were encountered which make use of NCM's. This study is too
limited to make sensible camparisans with respect to figures found by Chudnovsky and
Jacobsson (paragraph 6.2.1 ). Nor a generalization with respect to the usage of NCM's within
the whole sector is made. Twenty-two enterprises have plans to introduce NCM's. This
indicates that there is an enormous pull for NCM's. Notabie is that of those 22 enterprises
only two enterprise were satisfied with the condition of their machine fleet, that is, not
obsolete or wom-out. Reasans to introduce NCM's were, among others, imprave quality and
increase production. This can be an indication that quality of the products produced
nowadays are poor. Seen the fact that virtually all enterprises consider their equipment as
old or wom-out this might be legitimate. Saving of (Iabour) casts, which is normally a reason
to introduce NCM's, was not mentioned as very important. This is might be explained by the
fact that the wages in Argentina are nowadays (very) low.
The usage of CAD is stilllimited. Of the four enterprised belonging to ISIC-383, two use
CAD. The high percentage is not uncommon, in literature for example [10], electric
manufacturing is aften stressed as being the largest user of CAD systems. Also the scientific
sector (ISIC-385) bas a high percentage of CAD (29% ). It must be stressed however, that
figures given are a combination of enterprises sub-contracting CAD and enterprises which
actual own a CAD system. Fifteen enterprises planned to introduce CAD. Reasans to
introduce CAD were: lower (design) casts, imprave export possibilities and introduce new
products. Raise competitiveness and imprave precision also were regarded important. The
high casts of CAD systems are still considered as an obstacle for further diffusion. Also the
necessity of CAD is stilllimited because many enterprises like to use CAD only then when
they introduce a new product, sarnething which happens not to frequent. Apparently many
enterprises have difficulties to be competitive with foreign countries. This cmild be caused by
high demands in precision of the design. Remarkable is however that little usage is made of
CAD on PC's. This could be caused by lack of skilied personnel although the PC based
systems are more facile to use and/or information.
The enterprises encounter many difficulties being competitive on the foreign market Sixtyone percent of the enterprises solely produce for the intemal market Only one enterprise
was encountered which exported more than half of its products. The current economie
situation ( overvaluation of the peso) makes it difficult to be competitive in price, but also
quality of products seems to be a problem.
Within the administrative area the PC bas found its way. Thirty-two enterprises possess a PC
and six have computer network. On average 4.5 administrative tasks are automated.
Accounting, salaries and in slightly lees degree, invoicing were virtually automated in all
enterprises which possess a computer. Fourteen enterprises were interested in (further)
automatization of administrative activities. Facsimile was encountered in 23 enterprises.
The problems will be discussed on the basis of the SCOT-model, presented in paragraph
4.3.1. Recalling the SCOT model six conditions have to be fulfilled in order to make
diffusion possible. The six conditions are: interest, organization, power, information, access
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and knowledge. In how far the conditions are fulfilled is discussed below.

Interest:
From paragraph 6.5.4 (future plans) it will be clear that there is a large interest for
microelectronic technologies. Especially, CAD and NCM's are highly favoured.
A more detailed model was presented for the interest condition (paragraph 4.3.1 ). Within
this model the choice of the technology was scrutinized. Major reason to introduce NCM's
and CAD, is improve competitiveness. This is accomplished by lowering costs and improve
quality. With respect to CAD the design of new products is regarded as important. Taken a
look at the structural environment, improving the export is considered as important. From a
number of indications it can be concluded that competition of foreign countries is very high.
In that light raising the competitiveness can also be seen as a step for improving export
possibilities.
During the interviews the impression was obtained that in small enterprises were the owner
is also directer, managerand werkman, the innovative mind of that person is crudal for the
eventual introduetion of new technologies. That is, if that person can not be seen as a driving
force with respect to new technologies it will be unlikely that new technology is introduced.

Organization:
In how far the enterprises are organized is difficult to evaluate. With respect to introduetion
of new technologies at least know it is known that an organizational problem is to be
expected. By means of courses and eonsultandes people should be acquainted with new
technology. The enterprises using NCM's and CAD reported no problems.

Power:
With respect to the power there seems to be little problems. There are no legal rules which
prohibit the import of microelectronics and trade-union normally supports (not always
happily) the introduetion of microelectronics.

Jnfonnation:
As stated in paragraph 6.5.3 lack of information can he regarded as a major problem. The
lack of information is best illustrated by the amount of uncertainties which exist with respect
to the selection of suitable equipment. Furthermore, little effort was made to solve the
problem.
Not having information or the right information is a serieus problem. Not only the rate of
ditfusion is delayed but also there is a probability that if technology is introduced it is not the
right one.

Access:
The second obstacle is access technology. The only problem with access seems to be
fmancing. However, financing was not mentioned as a problem frequently. This might he
explained by the fact that if one has no information about technologies not much though is
given about, among others, fmancing. Although not reported as a problem, over half of the
enterprises planned to finance new technologies from own resources. This is an indication
that obtaining loans is still difficult for this type of enterprises. Furthermore, no problems
with respect to the accessing the technology were found. Technology can easily be obtained if
one has suffident finandal means.
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Knowledge:
The last constraint, knowledge of operatien and maintenance of the technology is also
reported as a problem. In general the entrepreneurs have courses in mind to improve skill of
workers and staff. Knowledge about maintenance, again, depend heavily on the type of
purebase and sales. In a number of cases maintenance of specialized equipment was done by
subcontracting enterprises. However, some doubts arise if entrepreneurs know the difficulties
with respect to for example NCM's. A conventionallathe, for example, is essentially a simple
technique and a skilled craftsman can master the maintenance of the lathe fairly easily. This
is not the case with the NCM's where knowledge of the technique is embodied in specialist
skills which need to be developed in order to maintain the NCM. In contrast to the larger
enterprises that use NCM's smaller enterprises have to rely much more on the supplier of
the NCM for both the training of programmers and to ensure an adequate maintenance
service. In practice however, no problems were reported from the five enterprises using
NCM's.

().7 Bi- and multivariate analysis
Each of the four cluster are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs. For each cluster first
the variables used are presented, thereafter the correlation matrix and an interpretation of
the significant and interesting correlations is given.
Some classes with low response rates were neglected, for example within the variabie
technica! complexity the class "small quantity of heterogenous parts, which have to be
assembled" is left out. Therefore some scales are a reduction of the original scales which
were used in the questionnaire.

6.7.1 Cluster basic characteristics
The following format is used to identify the variables:
Variabie name [abbreviation]
Description of the variable.
(Class1, Class2, •• , Class 0 ).
Where [abbreviation] stands for an optional abbreviation used in the matrix and (Class 1,
Class2, •• , Class0 ) stands for the ordinal scale used for that particular variable.
The variabie organization is left out because it did not discriminate (all organizations were
private).

Location
Distance from the (economie) centre ( =Capital Federal).
(Capital Federal, Great Buenos Aires, La Plata)

A ge
Number of years since foundation.
(0 • 19, 20 • 29,

~

30)

Size
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Number of paid employees.
(1 - 9, 10 - 19, 20 - 39, 40 - 99)
ISIC
Value added of the sub-sector [12], ranked from low to high.
(385,383, 382,381, 384)
Teehoical complexity [Complexity]
The teehoical complexity according to the Woodward scale [22].
(part production, small batches, mass production)
Intemal market [Market]
Percentage of the production which is intended for the internat market
(30 - 74, 75 - 99, 100)
New products [New pds.]
The production of new products or models introduced during the year 1991.
(none, new model, new product)
Recalling that tau has a symmetrie measurement, the correlation matrix takes up only
Y2n(n-1) cells, whereby n stands for the number of variables. In table 6.15 the correlation
matrix for the basic characteristics is presented. The relations with an absolute correlation of
at least .30 are highlighted.

AGE

-.01

LocATIOl"

AGE
SIZE

SI ZE

I SIC

COMPLEXI1Y

NEW

PDS.

-.02

-.30

-.06

.23

-.33

-.05

.18

.30

-.15

.23

-.44

-.06

-.35

-.07

.04

.24

.18

-.07

.35

I SIC
COMPLEX11Y

-.15

MARKET

TABLE 6.15:

MARKET

CORREIATION MATRIX: BASIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Location:
Ostensibly the more important economie sub-sectors are (in that of value added) are located
towards the centre.
.
Age:
More teehoical complexity production processes are more frequent in older enterprises. An
explanation could he that there are more financial means and expertise in old enterprises
compared with young enterprises.
Size:
Small enterprises are most active in the economie more important sectors. Probably there
are better opportunities within economie important sectors. In Argentina, for example the
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automobile industry has very many small enterprises which deliver one, or few specific parts
to the one large automobile. According to (12] in 1984 each automobile industry had on
average 160 smaller supplying enterprises. The larger enterprises are more likely to export.
This seems quite logica} if one bears the economy of scale in mind and the heavy
competition of other countries. Of course small enterprises can export their products also but
indirect (via large enterprises for example ).
There are no possibilities for clustering, that is there does not exist a moderate10 correlation
between at least three variables. For example: the variabie location has two moderate
correlations (ISIC and new products). However, ISIC and new products do nothave a
moderate correlation (only .18 which must he considered as small). Therefore, no clustering
is possible between the three variables. The reader can easily verify that the same holds for
all other variables. Therefore, no reduction of the cluster can take place. This also holds for
the next three clusters.

6.7.2 Cluster current state of art
Within the cluster state of art the following variables are taken in account:
Production equipment [Production]
The most advanced production equipment within the enterprises.
(manuallabour and simple tools, conventional tools, automatic hydraulic and
pneumatic machines, electronic equipment ( excl.NCM), NCM)
Non-production equipment [None-prod.]
The most advanced non-production equipment in the enterprise.
(none, fax/telex, pc, pc in network)
Administrative tasks [Administration]
Extent of self-reliance of administrative tasks.
(none, sub-contracted, one's own)
CAD
Usage of CAD.
(no, sub-contracted, one's own)

PRODUCTION
NON·PROD.

NON-PROD.

ADMI!'IlSTRATION

CAD

.06

.20

.14

.85

-.03
-.05

ADMINISTRATION

TABLE 6.16: CoRREIATION MATRIX: CURRENT STATE OF ART.

10 A small correlation is defined as less than .30, a moderate correlation ranges between .30 and .70, a high correlation above .70
(all figures in absolute value)
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Only one correlation is high. Sophisticated non-production equipment makes it more likely
that administration is executed autonomous. Apparently PC's (high level of non-production
equipment) are used for administrative purposes. This is quite normaL However, attention
should be paid to the correlation between non-production and CAD, which is almast neutraL
Consequently, PC's for non-production purposes are not used for CAD purposes.
Also, only a small relationship can be observed between the state of art in production and
non-production equipment. Apparently, advanced technology on the work floor does not
make it more liable that the same holds for the non-production equipment.

6.7.3 Cluster problems
Information [Info]
The problems related to information.
(none, few, many)
Human skill [Human]
The problems to human skill.
(none, few, many)
Technology [Techno]
The problems with respect to technology ( equipment).
(none, few, many)
Organization [Orga]
The summatien of the previous three variables. The score is calculated as follows:
An answer "none" in any of the three variables counts for one point, "few" for two
points and "many" for three points. This variabie can be seen as a measurement for the
organizational problems which exists within the enterpriseu.
(3 - 4, 5 - 6, 7 - 9)

HL'MA.'lil

-.29

INFO

HUM.AN

TECHNO

.24

.12

-.19

.44

.72

TECHNO
TABLE

6.17:

ÜRGA

CORRElATION MATRIX: PROBLEMS.

Table 6.17 learns us that many problems with regard to information does not automatically
leads to many problems in human skill or technology. This can be explained by the fact that
if information is stilllacking not much is known with respect to required human skill or
technological problems. lf there are problems with respect to human skill there are
"organization" problems as well. According to the definition of organization, it can be
concluded that human problems do not come alone that is, also problems with respect to

11

This matter will be more properly handled in chapter 7.
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information and technology are more probable. An even higher correlation holds for
technology problems and organizational problems, if there are many technica} problems then
also it is more likely that there exist human skill and information problems.

6.7.4 Cluster future plans
Production
Plans with respect to the introduetion of production equipment.
(no, automated hydraulic/pneumatic machine, ME (excl NCM), NCM)
Administration
Extent of self-reliance with respect to automation of administrative tasks.
(no, subcontracted, self)
CAD
Extent of self-reliance using CAD.
(no, subcontracted, self)
Human resources
The way expertise is obtained in order to use the new technology.
(none, internal, external, new personal)
Financing
Extent of self-reliance with respect to finance.
(credits, credits and auto-financing, auto-financing)

PRODUCTION

ADMI1'1STRATION

CAD

HUMAN

FINANCISG

-.07

-.13

30

.09

.15

.24

-.16

34

-.08

ADMI!Io1STRATION

CAD

-.04

HUMAN
TABLE 6.18: CORREI.ATION MATRIX: FUTURE PLANS.

The level of production technology determines the way (internally or externally) the human
expertise, to operate such technology, should be obtained. Apparently for more advanced
technologies there is little in-door expertise. The same correlation holds with respect to the
usage of CAD.

6.7.S Cluster dependendes
In preceding paragraphs no clustering of variables could take place and hence no reduction
in cluster size could be obtained. Therefore a correlation matrix of all the variables is made.
The result can be found in appendix B. Only small correlation could be found between the
variables of cluster basic characteristics and future plans. The same holds for current state of
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art and future plans. Again, the most interesting and useful correlations are discussed.
The state of art of production equipment has a correlation with age, technica} complexity and
internal market (negative). Apparently, the older the enterprise and more complex the type
of production the higher the level of equipment of the production floor. lnterpretation
however is tedious, enterprises within the engineering sector tend to be on age on average.
The moderate negative correlation between state of art and internal market is however
important and more easily interpreted. Enterprises which possess sophisticated production
equipment are more competitive on foreign markets. The reason which was given to
introduce NCM's, imprave competitiveness and export possibilities, seems to be a valid one.
With respect to non-production equipment a moderate relation can be observed with respect
to size. As discussed befare larger enterprises have more administrative tasks.
The existence of a negative correlation between administration and internal market can be
explained by the fact that most of the small enterprises sell all their products on the internat
market and, as discussed earlier, have less administrative work.
Medium sized enterprises (40- 99 employees) tend to have less problems with technology.
An explanation could be larger financial resources. This means that even within the small
and medium enterprises the smaller have more difficulties with technology. However, this
does not seem to hold with respect to information and human skill.
Enterprises with more sophisticated production equipment encounter less problems related
to technology. This is not surprising recalling that many enterprises stated that their
equipment was obsolete or worn-out.

6. 7.6 Conclusions
In all, very few strong (at least .70) relations were found. Also, the number of moderate
turned out to be 24 of the possible 171. Only 10 relations where .40 or higher which seems to
be very few.
Two not necessarily mutual exclusive conclusions can be made:
the sample had biassed;
the instrument did possessed not the right variables.
As already mentioned earlier the sample was not considered as a perfect sample of the
engineering industry. It is however difficult to give an indication in which way the data is
biassed. The variables were also used fora descriptive analysis (which had as objective to
provide an overview of the state of art) which is also not a perfect procedure, because a
middle course has to be sought with respect to choosing the appropriate variables.
Nevertheless, some interesting correlations were found. Most important conclusions is that
enterprises which possess more sophisticated machinery are more likely to export products.
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7 CASESTUDY
This chapter describes the follow-up of the survey study. One particular enterprise, which
expressed difficulties and interest in microelectronic technology is scrutinized. A number of
interviews will be executed in order to find the causes of the problems. Central issue is to
gather information about problems, information flow between the different functions which
exist within the enterprise.
For this particular problem a forma! description of an information system will be presented.

7.1 Choice of enterprise

Recalling the criteria mentioned in paragraph 5.2.1 two conditions have to be fulfilled,
namely:
1. Willing to cooperate.

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, about half of the enterprises were interested
in receiving aid. Therefore the other half was not.
2. Type of problem.
A number of requests for aid could be distinguished:
automatization of administrative tasks;
automatization of production tasks;
non-automatization issues.
Leaving out the non-automatization issues, it turned out that the production automatization
was rather specific. The kind of problem which is more suitable for a mechanica} engineer
instead of a computer science engineer. Hence, concentrating on the administrative issues a
number of problems could be identified:
invoice;
costs;
salaries;
stock control;
input and output controL
The enterprise Telernet was chosen. Before giving the motives for choosing this enterprise, a
short description is given.
The enterprise Telemet, is situated in La Plata since the foundation in 1978. The enterprise
is a limited liability company. The enterprise produces and repairs public phones. Also
mother boards of public phones are replaced. Furthermore, it produces equipment for
meteorology and hydrometrie purposes. However, since the enterprise changed its production
to phones, one year and a half ago, the production of meteorology and hydrometrie
equipment has beoome far less important.
Number of persennel is between 35 and 50 (depending on the amount of work). There are
three foremen and one director. Production is 100% orientated towards the internal market
Equipment used, is besides the conventional tools, line production control equipment. Some
administrative tasks have been automatized by means of four PC's.
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The properties of Telernet were interesting for various reasons, namely:
Some work had already been done with respect to automatization. Therefore, the
enterprise did not only have plans.
One foreman was eager to automate the enterprise. Therefore cooperation was more
or less guaranteed.
The public phones Telernet produces are in a way of national interest. Discussions with
respect to the telephone(network) is a hot issue in Argentina. Telernet is one of the
(major) suppliers of phones to Telecom, Encotel (the, now private, phone companies).
Approximately 1000 phones per month are produced. Furthermore 750 repairs and 250
replacements of motherboards take place.
The problem was described as serious.

7.2 Problem definition
During the survey the enterprise expressed that they had (serious) problems in relation to
stock control and input and output of materials. Interest was expressed about the possibilities
to automate this activity, now done by hand.

7.3 Methodology used
In order to automate the stock control (and input and output of materials) an analysis of the
enterprise should take place. The result will be a forma! description of an information
system.
To give a forma! description of an information system three phases have to be executed [1],
namely: information analysis, definition study, conceptual scheme. The three phases are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

7.3.1 lnformation analysis
In the first phase the enterprise is scrutinised by means of interviews. This part is rather
informal. The objective of this phase is to describe the enterprise in form of objects and
channels between the different objects. The objects are functions within the enterprise. The
channels consist of streams of communication (papers, verbal etcetera) and goods (parts,
end-products etcetera ). In this way a model can be made of the enterprise.
In order to obtain the information with respect to the flow of information and objects, a
methodology has been developed.

7.3.1.1 Function decomposition
An enterprise can be seen as a complex of interacting functions. Stock control is just one of
the functions. It is to be expected that the stock problem does not solely exists within the
function "stock control". This because stock control has links with other functions. Therefore
the problem could be caused by problems within other functions. On the other hand the
problem of stock control could be initiated by malfunctioning of other functions. The
following functions are distinguished:
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1.

Purebase
buying of materials and machines for production.
2.
Inspeetion of incoming goods
checking of quality and quantity of the incoming goods.
3.
Intemal transport
rnaving the received goods within the enterprise.
4.
Stock control
control of the stock materials.
5.
Work preparation
instructions towards the production workers.
6.
Production
actual production of goods.
7.
Production control
control of the work-flow.
8.
Maintenance and repair
M&R of machines and equipment.
9.
Sales
selling products and services.
10. Inspeetion of outgoing goods
checking of quality and quantity of outgoing goods.
11. ·Transport extemal
transportation to customer(s).
12. Planning and progress
P&P of production.
13. Stalistics
all figures which are inside the enterprise and are, in one way or the other,
systematised.
14. Research and Development
R&D of (new) productsjservices.
15. Administration
All administrative activities.
Note that the classification is a functional one. Same functions cao be combined, that is,
situated within one department. Even so, the possibility exists that some functions do oot
exist at all. In general one could expect that in smaller enterprises, more functions are
combined or oot present at all.
In order to analise functions a number of a spects are examined within each ( existing)
function. Firstly, the teehoical infrastructure which is present. Secondly, the persons working
within the function. Thirdly, the information which flows to and from the function. More
specific the three aspects above could be defined as follows [3]:
Technoware (facilities):
Object embodied farms of technology. This are all production tools, equipment,
machinery and transport, location and infra-structural facilities.
Humanware (abilities):
Production skilis and experiences. This includes all acquired abilities necessary for the
transformation operation: expertise; proficiency; creativity; ingenuity. Humaoware is
the key factor of the enterprise, because it develops, installs and operates Technoware.
Infoware (information):
All facts and figures required for operations; designs; accounts; charts; theories;
software.
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All these three aspects take place within the framewerk of the enterprise, the organization
(Orgaware). Orgaware acquires and controts Technoware, Humanware and Infoware with a
specific purpose. Orgaware must therefore he seen on an other higher level and will not he
taken in account for each function.
Apart from internat communication between the functions, some function also have external
links. Also, these channels will he investigated if necessary.

7.3.2 Definition study
Within the definition study the requirements of the information system to he built, are given.
The requirements will follow from the interviews taken in the information analysis phase.
Furthermore, the information system is demarcated, which means that only a part of the
model obtained in the information analysis phase is considered in the subsequent phase.

7.3.3 Conceptual scheme
Within the third phase a conceptual scheme is designed. The conceptual scheme consists of a
forma! mathematica! description of a database frame, a number of queries and update
commands. Principally the metbod of de Broek [4] is followed.

7.4 lnformation analysis
Data colleetien will he done by means of interviews with key-persons. Three stages can be
distinguished, first an inventory of the functions takes place. Second, an inventory of
reported problems is made and analyzed. Finally, if necessary, further in-depth interviews are
made in order to find solutions for the problems (encountered in the first stage) which are
related to the problem of the stock controL

7.4.1 Functions present
Of the original 15 functions distinguished, two functions (statistics and work preparation) did
not exist. Another two functions, inspeetion of the input and internal transport, were
combined. Furthermore, maintenance and repairs were executed by a specialized enterprise
which was sub-contracted.

7.4.2 Problems related to stock control
The problems related to the stock turned out to be just some of the many problems within
Telemet. Virtually every function encountered problems of some kind. Many problems in
other functions have direct or indirect consequences for the stock problem. No less than six
problems were encountered which can he seen as directly related to the stock problem. The
problems which are directly related to the stock problem are discussed below. Other
problems which are not directly related to the stock problem are discussed in paragraph
7.4.4.
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1.

Within Telernet there is a serious Jack of communication (and therefore information)
between the functions sales, purebase and production. There are no regular meetings,
in fact there are no (formal) meetings at all. As a consequence the three functions
operate more or Iess in a vacuum, each not knowing what the other one is doing. For
example, the salesman visits the enterprise only once a week, and even then little
communication exists.

2.

There is no dynamic planning of production. A production planning is made every six
months and during these months no adaption, with respect to the original figures, takes
place. However, sales sells new orders although it is not clear if production can deliver.

3.

The inadequate production planning has repercussions on the materials in stock.
Because the six month planning period is made only one month in advance (of that
particular period) a problem arises with the ordering of materials. A particular worst
case exist in the form of one part which has to be imported from Japan. Delivery time
normally is six months.
As a consequence the enterprise has quite aften so-called "emergency cases". This
means that orders (telephones) have to bedelivered on very short notice (a few days)
and that there are not enough parts in stock to fulfil that task. In order to obtain parts
elsewhere many trips to Buenos Aires are made. However, with only a moderate
chance of success. Because a phone consists of rather a large number of parts (over
400), there are quite some possibilities to run out of parts.

4.

A number of suppliers are unreliable, ordered materials are not delivered at the
agreed date and sametimes not at all. This increases the travelling to Buenos Aires in
an attempt to obtain the materials. Until now, no effort is made to search for other
suppliers, which can supply parts more reliably.
Another, related, problem exists: there are many parts which can only be delivered by
one supplier, again no study has been made to solve this unwanted situation.

5.

One person is responsible for the administration and issuing of materials from the
stock. This is done by means of a card systems. Each part has its own unique number
and card. However, the same person also has a production tasks in the factory. As a
consequence, occasionally no one is present at the stock. In such situations production
workers ( or anyone else) can take parts from the stock themselves (with or without
registering). Therefore, it happens that parts which should be in stock ( according to the
card system) are not in stock. On the other handthereverse occurs, there are
"paralysed goods". The goods are not at the supplier nor in the storeroom.

6.

The storeroom contains many items of farmer activities within the meteorologie field.
Most of these parts have not been touched for years. Administration of that stock is in
disorder and accupies a lot of space.

7.4.3 Summary
There is no person coordinating the activities of the different functions. Therefore every
foreman works more or less in a vacuum. Due to this Jack of coordination and
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communication no adequate production planning exists or can exist. Furthermore, stock
control is not adequately executed. Because a phone is a complex unit (a phone consist of
more than 400 parts) this provides quite some problems. Consequently the combination of
poor production planning and ditto stock control results in an inadequate view of the
materials in stock.
This results in shortages of materials, which results in its turn in travelling to all kind of
shops, in a desperate attempt to obtain the materials. Again, this curtails the already poor
communication, because people are not at the factory where they normally should be.
Finally, the stock-administrator has more than one task which results in problems within the
administration of the stock.
The problem is Catch-22 alike. Because the solution (obtaining materials) is ad hoc, the
problems return. The problems are not solved because no one has time (because everyone is
busy obtaining materials ).

7.4.4 Other problems
Besides the above-mentioned problems some ether problems were encountered. These
problems do not have a direct relation with the stock problem but will be mentioned anyway
in order to obtain a view of the problems which exist within Telernet Most problems are on
the production floor.
The production workers have a (too) low educational background. Some parts of the
production are not trivial and require at least some understanding of basic electronic
engineering. Many of the workers do not have this educationallevel. This leads, for example,
to the following problem in relation to the end-control. Frequently telephones are approved
as ready for transport. In reality pbones do not function on many points. However, papers
are signed by the workers that everything is found in good order. Needless to say that this
does not improve the relation with clients.
The stock-administrator is not the only person with more than one task, ether persons within
production also have other tasks. Some tasks are critica! for further progress of the
production. But it happens that these persons are occupied elsewhere within the factory and
so production is idle.
Finally, some parts are expensive and no effort is made to find ether suppliers. One
example: one day by accident one of the employees "discovered" a shop which was 60%
cheaper than the regular supplier of exactly the same part.

7.4.5 Preliminary conclusions and further methodology
It will be obvious that an automatization of the stock will not solve all the problems. The
problems of Telernet are quite serieus. Once another more organized enterprise (which
seems not to be too difficult) enters the telephone market Telernet will be eliminated, due to
the high costs and sametimes unreliable deliveries.
The underlying cause of the problems are the internat relationships. The directer does not
seem to like change much. On the other hand the chief of purebase is an engineer who is
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eager to solve his problems with the materials (by means of automatization or otherwise ).
This because it is his responsibility that materials are in stock. The salesman is a person who
seems to be only interested in selling as much as possible.

7.4.6 In-depth analysis of a selected number of fundions
In the second phase a model is presented of the flows of information and goods. Therefore,
a further in-depth analysis of a number of functions is necessary. Those functions are directly
related to the stock and will be scrutinized. The analysis concentrales on the flow of the
materials together with the information flow belonging to these materials.
First a flow-chart of the materials inside the enterprise is presented. Thereafter the following
functions are studied: purchase, stock con trol, production, sales, planning ( and progress),
In figure 7.1 a simplified flow-chart is presented of the information streams between the
functions, central function is the stock function.
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FIGURE 7.1: SIMPUFlED MODEL OF TELEMET.

Input/output depot
Inputfoutput depot is a combination of internaland external transport. Materials which
arrive at the depot are checked for quality and quantity. lf approved a form is filled out in
threefold. Beside the stock, administration receives two copies, one for paying the bill, the
other for the archive.
Outgoing products (usually telephones) are send from production to the depot and are
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delivered to the customers from the depot.

Purebase
There is little communication between stock and purchase. However, since a few months the
foreman of purebase has written a simple program which calculates, on base of incoming and
outgoing materials, the stock. Ordering of materials is done via the administration.
The communication with production planning is virtual. Production planning consist only of a
couple of papers with the planned production for six months.
A list of suppliers together with the materials and prices they (can) supply, is needed. Until
now, no efforts have been made with respect to optimization of prices of the materials.

Stock
Administration of the stock is done by means of a card-system. Whenever materials enter or
leave the stock the cards are (or should be) updated. Each part has its own unique number.
Furthermore, sometimes an indication of the location of the materials within the storeroom
is present.
Incoming materials come from the depot, logether with a copy of the form.
Requests for materials come from the production floor. A form is needed to get materials
from the stock (official). Furthermore, some materials are needed for internat use in the
enterprise (arrow not drawn in figure 7.1).

Production planning
As stated earlier no (real) planning exists. The only information which could be found were a
couple of A4 forms. A definition of the following monthly volumes is present but not very
accurate:
production of new telephones (± 1000)
repairs of telephones (± 1500-1800)
replacements of old telephone cards.
Production
Production reports daily production figures, number of repairs and replacements to the
foreman who keeps a journal. Daily production of telephones is approximately 45. Strange
things happen with the incoming materials in an "emergency" case. Materials are brought in
from everywhere and the stock is by-passed. Of course the whole enterprise knows which
materials are lacking on such occasions and whenever someone succeeds in obtaining the
materials, peace returns.
To obtain materials from stock a form and a signature (of the foreman) is needed.

Sales
The sales function (not drawn) obtains orders for telephones and sometimes repairs. Sales
should communieale with planning in order to see the possibilities of accepting orders in
relation to the amount of work available in a certain period. However, as discussed earlier,
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planning is not taking place dynamically. The salesman is only present one day per week. No
opportunity arose to speak with him personally.

Administration
Administration is one of the few functions with few problems. Many tasks are automated and
function satisfactory, therefore no further attention is paid to administration.
7.S Definition study
Although many functions within Telernet are suitable for automatization they will not work
until the internat communication problem bas been solved. Therefore, only a very basic
information system will be presented in which the stock is automated, and data with regard
to suppliers is available (parts, price, delivery time) Furthermore, some predictions are
possible about which parts will run out of stock on which date.
There are few requirements. The foreman of purebase uses a formula in which the articles
are elassified in three groups, namely: normal, critica} and hyper-critica! parts. An artiele
which bas over 75% of its minimum stock is called normaL Articles with 25-75% of the
minimum stock are called critica!. Whenever the stock reaches less than 25% of the
minimum stock it is called hyper-critical.
A elassification is desired with respect to the reliability of the suppliers. The lower the
number the less reliable the supplier is.

7.6 Conceptual scheme
The database consists of four tables, namely: articles, suppliers, supp art, orders. A short
description of the objectsof these tables is given below.
Articles
The artiele table contains the following information: a unique number of an artiele, a
description of the article, the level of the stock of the article, place in the stock, minimum
desired stock.

Suppliers
Besides the name, address and city where the supplier is situated, also information about the
reliability of the supplier is added.

Supp art
In addition with the supplier table this table contains the articles the supplier can deliver in
combination with the price of the artiele and expected delivery time.

Orders
This table contains all the orders. lnformation concerning ordering date, supplier, number of
parts, price, expected delivery date are stored in this table.
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7.6.1 Description of information system
In this paragraph a forma} description of the database is presented. Notation and definitions
are similar to those used in [4). First a list of definitions of symbols used is given.
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u.i
chs(n)

element of
for all
there exist
real subset
subset
restrietion
product
natura} join
unique identification
string of n characters

The following entities are used:
FART, FSUP, FSUP_ART, FORD, describe the objects and attribute constraints.
TORD describe the sustained set of tupels by means of tupel constraints.
WART, WSUP, WSUP ART,WORD, describe the sustained tables by means of
tableconstraints.
Next the database FTLM is defined by means of four tables together with the set of
sustained tables.
Finally the database universe is defined UTLM. It is here that the databaseconstraints are
defined.

7.6.1.1 Formal definition of database
NACSET = fl({
(name;
(address;
(pc;
(district;
(city;
});

chs(20)),
chs(30)),
chs(4)),
chs(20)),
chs(20))

DATESET = [920101..991231];
ARTCOD = [400000 ..499999);
ARTUSET =
(anr;
(qty;
});

ll ({

/* artiele number
/* quantity

ARTCOD),

N)
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*I
*I

ARTSET = {TIT s=: ARTUSET and {anr} is a u.i. within T};
FART = {
(anr;
(desc;
(cur stk;
(mifl stk;
(loc;WART

= {TIT s=: IJ(FART) and {anr}

FSUP = {
(snr;
(nac;
(phone;
(reli;

/* artiele number
/* description
/* current stock
/* minimum stock
/* location

ARTCOD),
chs(20)),
N),
N),
chs(3))};

*I
*I
*I
*I
*I

is a u.i. within T};

/* supplier number
/* name, address, city
/* phone number
/* reliability code

N),
NACSET),
chs(20)),
[0 .. 10])};

*I
*I
*I
*I

WSUP = {TIT s=: IJ(FSUP) and {snr} is a u.i. within T};
FSUP ART= {
(snr;
(anr;
(price;
(del_t;

/* supplier number
/* artiele number
/* price
/* expected delivery

N),
ARTCOD),
N),
N)};

*I
*I
*I
*I

WSUP_ART = {TIT s=: IJ(FSUP_ART) and {snr, anr} is a u.i. within T};

FORD= {
(onr;
(snr;
(arts;
(ord d;
(del-d;
(t_price;
(conf;

/* order number

N),
chs(20)),
ARTSET),
DATESET),
DATESET),
N),
{'Y', 'N', 'C')};

TORD = {t I tE IJ(FORD) and t(del_d)

/*

I*
I*

/*
/*
/*
~

supplier number
list of artieles
order date
expected delivery date
total price
confirmed, cancelled

t(ord_d)};

WORD = {TIT s=: TORD and {snr, anr} is a u.i. within T};
FTELEMET = {
(ART;
(SUP;
(SUP ART;
(ORD;

WART),
WSUP),
WSUP ART),
WORD)};
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*I
*I
*I
*I
*I
*I
*I

UTLM = {v I v E TI(FfELEMET) and
v(SUP_ART) with v(SUP)
id( {snr}) connects
id( {anr}) connects
v(SUP_ART) with v(ART)
id( {anr}) connects
v(ORD) with v(ART)
v(ORD) with v(SUP)
id( {snr}) connects
}

7.6.1.2 Queries
In order to show how information should be obtained from the information system some
simple examples of queries will be discussed.
01: Give name and address of supplier(s) whoprovide artiele X cheapest.
To find both artiele number the supplier supplies as well as his address the join operator is
needed which connects two tables on the same argument. The second part of the query
searches for the cheapest supplier (of that particular part X).
ÀV

EUTLM:
{t t {snr, anr} I t E v(SUP ART) ~><~ v(SUP) and
t(anr) =X: tl u E v(SUP_ART) I u(artnr) = t(artnr) and u(price) > t(price)}

02: Give a list of all articles with description which are in stock.
À v E UTLM: {t t {anr, desc, cur_stk} I tE v(ART)}
03: Give a list of all those articles which are "hypercritical" with the current stock.
Reformulating the query and with the aid of the definition of hypercritical the query is as
follows: "Give a list of all those artieles which have a stock of less than 25% of the minimum
desired stock".
ÀV

EUTLM:
{t t {anr, desc, cur stk} I t E v(ART) and
t(cur stk) < t(min stk) * 0.25}

-

-

7.6.1.3 Update
One example of an update of the stock is discussed. Let assume that delivery X is delivered.
For every artiele which exist within delivery X an update of the attribute cur_stk has to be
provided. Not exeluding the fact that articles may appear more than once in one delivery the
following function can be derived:
Ul:

À

v E UTLM : À t E v(ART):
{(cur stk; t(cur stk) + CE u E v(ORD) and u(onr)
t(änr) = u(Önr)(anr): u(onr)(qty)))}
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= X and

DEFINmONS

CEPAL

Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe

ISIC:

International Standard Industrial Classification

Microelectronics:

Use of microprocessors or of their electronic equivalents (for example
custom or semi-custom integrated circuits), normally with LSI or VLSI
circuitry, either in the form of single integrated circuit devices or in
small groups linked devices.

GNP

Gross National Product

OECD

Organization for European Cooperation and Development.

UNIDO

United Nations lndustrial Development Organization
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE

Basic charaderistics
Person interviewed:
Function within the enterprise:
Enterprise name:
Address:
Phone:
Year of foundation:
Type of organisation:
Dpublic
D private
D family owned
D cooperation
D private company
D limited liability company
D filial of an international enterprise
D mix
D other:
Number of paid employees:
Number or percentage of administrative personnel:
Primary products produced:
Secondary products produced:
Type of production:
D part production of simple products
D part production of more complex technology
D vast quantity production of homogeneous products, mass production
D short quantity production of homogenous products
D short quantity of heterogenous parts, which have to be assembied
D other:

Percentage for internat market
lf applicable:
Which products are exported directly?:

To which countries?:
The amount of competition in export:
D not many
D little
D much
D exceptional high
D don't know
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Did the enterprise released any new products or roodels in 1991?
0 yes, specify:
Ono

Current state
Which of the following equipment is used in the production process?
0 manuallabour with help of simple tools
0 conventional machines and tools
0 microelectronic machines (excluding NCM's)
0 automated hydraulic and/or pneumatic machines
0 numeric control machines
0 robot
0 automated quality control
0 control of product line
0 other:
Does the enterprise posses any of the following equipment?
0 stand-alone pc
0 pc's in network
Ofax
0 other:
0 none of the above
In which of the following activities usage is made of a computer?
0 design of products (CAD)
0 economie and financial planning
0 progress and planning of production
0 control of the stock i.r.t. inputs and finished products
0 market studies
0 publicity campaigns
0 sales
0 accounting
0 invoicing
0 costs
0 salaries
0 others:
0 none of the above
Are any of the above mentioned tasks subcontracted?
0 yes, specify:
Ono

Problems
Human
Is skilllacking for the operation of equipment?
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Technology
With respect to the state and use of production equipment, the equipment is:
0 obsolete technology
0 old and overused
0 satisfactory
With respect to the demand the equipment is:
0 too large
0 insufficient to satisfy demand
0 fulfils demand (precisely)
What do you think will raise this enterprises competitiveness:
0 incorporation new technology
0 improve quality
0 Investments in professional persennel
If so which functions?
0 manager
0 foreman
0 supervisor
0 werkman
0 information, specify:
0 improve vision about export facilities
0 more flexible production
0 improve commercialisation and publicity
0 decrease production costs
0 deliver right on time
0 obtaining credits facilities
0 Other:
0 Give the order of priority of the above selected items
first :
second:
third :
Do you encounter any problems with respect to usage of microelectronk technologies?

Future projects
Any of the following projects will or should be executed within the next three years.
0 numeric control machines
0 hydraulic or pneumatic systems
0 electronic equipment
0 transforming existing equipment
0 upgrade conventional machiens to numeric control
0 incorporate hydraulic or pneumatic systems
0 electronic equipment
0 programming the production
0 programming of machines
0 process control
0 evaluation of productivity
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0 other:
0 flexible production programs in order to meet demand more easily
OCAD
0 automated administration
0 other microelectronics based projects:
0 other non-microelectronics based projects:
What are the reasons or expected advantages to execute these projects?
Give an order of priority of the desired projects:
first:
second:
third:
In which way will you train people who will work with the equipment?
0 organise intemal courses in order to qualify personal
0 extemal courses
0 incorporate new qualified personal
At which level:
0 management
0 foreman
0 supervisors
0 workman
0 other:

In what way the enterprise will finance these projects:
0 auto-financing of the enterprise
0 by means of intemal or extemal credits
0 other:
0 What are other expected difficulties imptementing the desired projects?

Does your enterprise want aid from the UNIDO/CONICET?
0 Yes
ONo
0 Do not know
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APPENDIX

8: CORREIATION

Location
Age
Si ze
ISIC
Complex
Market
New prod.
Product
Non-prod.
Admin.

CAD
lnro
Hu man
Techno
Orga

Production
Non-prod.

CAD
Hu man

-

-----

----

--~---------------------------------------------------------

MATRIX

A ge

Si ze

ISIC

-0.01

-0.02
-0.05

Complex

Market

New prod

Product

Non-pr.

Admin.

CAD

lnro

Hu man

Techno

Production

Non-pr.

CAD

Hu man

Finan.

-0.30

-0.06

0.23

-0.33

0.04

-0.31

-0.20

O.o7

-0.15

-0.22

-0.09

-0.08

0.04

-0.08

0.03

0.27

0.03

0.18

0.30

-0.15

0.23

0.32

-0.11

-0.05

0.06

0.14

-O.lt

-0.21

-0.13

-0.25

-0.08

-0.01

-0.09

0.01

-0.44

-0.06

-0.35

-0.07

0.29

0.39

0.54

0.25

-0.15

0.16

-0.34

-0.15

-0.01

0.02

-0.02

0.11

"-0.22

O.o4

0.24

0.18

-0.29

-0.12

-0.24

-0.21

0.13

0.11

0.15

0.25

-0.10

-0.04

0.11

-0.20

0.22

-O.o7

0.35

0.42

-0.09

-O.o2

0.08

-0.11

-0.12

-0.22

0.10

0.10

0.09

-0.09

0.14

0.05

-0.15

-0.43

-0.29

-0.37

-0.20

0.11

-0.13

0.10

0.40

-0.18

0.28

0.28

0.09

0.10

0.19

0.11

0.15

0.06

-O.ot

0.10

-0.01

0.09

0.10

-0.16

-0.07

0.05

0.01

0.06

0.20

0.14

-0.25

-0.10

-0.34

-0.23

0.14

-0.05

-0.09

0.16

0.24

0.85

-0.03

-0.07

-0.04

0.14

-0.26

-0.18

-0.10

-0.13

-0.27

-0.29

-0.05

-0.10

-0.03

-0.05

-0.26

-0.13

-0.11

-0.15

-0.16

-0.29

-0.09

0.00

-0.25

-0.20

-0.14

-0.22

0.02

0.05

-0.02

-0.29

0.24

0.12

0.03

0.31

0.11

-0.21

-0.09

-0.19

0.44

-0.05

-0.23

-0.04

0.12

-0.07

0.72

0.14

0.08

0.32

-0.17

0.09

0.21

0.15

0.17

0.31

-0.23

-0.07

-0.13

0.30

0.09

0.15

0.24

-0.16

0.34

-0.08

Orga

-0.04

